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Abstract
The ATLAS and CMS experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN have searched for signals of new physics, in
particular for supersymmetry. The data collected until 2012 at center-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV and integrated luminosities
of 5 fb−1 and 20 fb−1, respectively, agree with the expectation from standard model processes. Constraints on supersymmetry have
been calculated and interpreted in different models. Limits on supersymmetry particle masses at the TeV scale have been derived
and interpreted generally in the context of simplified model spectra. The constrained minimal supersymmetric standard model is
disfavored by the experimental results. Natural supersymmetry scenarios with low supersymmetry particle masses remain possible
in multiple regions, for example in those with compressed spectra, that are difficult to access experimentally. The upgraded LHC
operating at
√
s = 13 TeV is gaining sensitivity to the remaining unexplored SUSY parameter space.
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1. Introduction
A major motivation for the largest experiment ever built,
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, is the search for
new physics beyond the standard model. In particular after the
standard model (SM) Higgs boson has been discovered [1, 2],
the experiments focus on searches for new physics which is ex-
pected to explain some of the open questions of the standard
model, like the so-called gauge hierarchy problem or the nature
of the dark matter in the universe. While the standard model is
a remarkably successful theory, it has multiple free parameters
with values constrained only by experimental observations. A
grand unified theory (GUT) could reduce the number of free
parameters by virtue of a larger symmetry.
In this article the experimental results of searches for super-
symmetry (SUSY) at the LHC with the ATLAS and the CMS
experiments are discussed. Supersymmetry is one of the most
popular theories for physics beyond the standard model, and
can solve some of the open questions. The implications for
the excluded SUSY mass-ranges and the still allowed SUSY
phase space regions are reviewed. The experimental methods
are summarized, focusing on the published results with the data-
set collected until 2012 at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 20 fb−1 per
experiment. During the writing of this article the first results
using data recorded at 13 TeV become available.
Supersymmetry [3–12] is a space-time symmetry developed
since the 1970s, relating fermions and bosons. SUSY multi-
plets contain particles differing in spin by 1/2, but having other-
wise the same properties, as for example the Yukawa coupling
λS = |λ f |2 to the Higgs field. The masses of the superpart-
ners differ, because SUSY is a broken symmetry. The mini-
mal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [13, 14] contains
chiral supermultiplets, e.g. a spin-1/2 fermion and two scalar
bosons. The fermion has two spin helicity states, therefore two
real scalar bosons have the same number of degrees of freedom.
Other vector supermultiplets contain spin-1 vector bosons and
spin-1/2 fermions, both having two helicity states. In extended
supersymmetry N > 1 models the supermultiplets are enlarged.
These extended theories are not considered in the following in-
terpretations of the experimental results.
1.1. The particle content of supersymmetry
The MSSM is minimal with respect to the field content by
which the standard model is extended. The particle content in
the MSSM more than doubles the number of SM particles. No
known particle of the standard model can be the superpartner
of another SM particle, and in contrast to the standard model
two electroweak Higgs doublets are necessary to keep the the-
ory free of anomalies and to generate the masses of up-type and
down-type fermions. In the standard model the masses are gen-
erated by Yukawa couplings to the Higgs field Φ and Φ∗, but
complex-conjugate fields are not allowed in the superpotential.
Therefore, at least two Higgs doublets Hu and Hd are required
in supersymmetric theories, that have together eight degrees of
freedom. When the Z0 and W± bosons have acquired mass, the
remaining five degrees of freedom generate the spin-0 Higgs
bosons h, H, A, and H±.
The Higgs bosons and all other particles of the standard
model get supersymmetric partner “sparticles”. The sparticle
names refer to the SM partner with prefix “s” for bosonic su-
perpartners and suffix “ino” for fermionic superpartners. The
supersymmetric particle content is summarized in Tab. 1.1. The
superpartner gauge eigenstates of each line can mix, i.e. the
mass eigenstates are linear combinations of the gauge eigen-
states. The neutral gauginos B˜, W˜0, i.e. the SUSY partners of
the standard model U(1) and the neutral SU(2) gauge bosons
respectively, and the neutral higgsinos mix to form four neu-
tralinos χ˜01,2,3,4, where the mass increases with respect to the
lower index. Similarly, the charginos χ˜±1,2 are mixings of the
charged gauge eigenstates W˜± and the charged higgsinos. The
gluinos g˜ do not mix, and for the sleptons and quarks the mixing
of the first and second generation sparticles is usually assumed
to be small. The so-called left- and right-handed third gener-
ation squarks, e.g. t˜L,R where the name refers to the chirality
of the standard model spin-1/2 partner, mix to form two mass-
eigenstates t˜1 and t˜2, and similarly for the sbottom b˜L,R and the
stau τ˜L,R.
If supersymmetry is imposed as a local symmetry then grav-
ity is naturally included. This constitutes another theoretical
motivation for SUSY. In this case, the MSSM can contain the
spin-2 graviton and its supersymmetric partner the spin-3/2 grav-
itino G˜. The graviton is massless and the gravitational coupling
is suppressed by the Planck mass.
1.2. The hierarchy problem and the SUSY particle mass scale
Supersymmetry solves the hierarchy problem associated with
the higher order corrections to the Higgs mass-squared param-
eter m2H . The spin-0 Higgs boson receives quadratically diver-
gent higher-order quantum corrections ∆m2H , due to loops of
every particle that couples to the Higgs field, e.g. for a scalar
with mass mS
∆m2H ∝ λS Λ2UV − 2λS m2S ln
(
ΛUV
mS
)
. (1)
The cutoff scale ΛUV can be as large as the Planck scale MP,
where gravitational effects are no longer negligible. The large
difference to the electroweak scale is referred to as the hierar-
chy problem [15]. This problem does not arise in supersym-
metric theories, because supersymmetry is introduced as a new
symmetry between bosons and fermions. The quadratically di-
vergent corrections ∼ Λ2UV to the Higgs mass of any supersym-
metric multiplet cancel [16, 17].
Supersymmetry is broken at low energy scales, allowing the
masses of the supersymmetric partners to avoid current exper-
imental observations. Soft SUSY breaking mass terms main-
tain the approximate cancelation of the Higgs mass correction
terms. Various supersymmetric models are known where su-
persymmetry is broken spontaneously. The models used to in-
terpret the experimental results extend the minimal supersym-
metric standard model by gravity-mediated breaking terms, re-
ferred to as minimal supergravity models (mSUGRA) or as con-
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Gauge eigenstates Spin Mass eigenstates
bino, wino, higgsinos B˜, W˜0, H˜0u , H˜
0
d
1
2 χ˜
0
1, χ˜
0
2, χ˜
0
3, χ˜
0
4 neutralinos
wino, higgsinos W˜+, H˜+u
1
2 χ˜
+
1 , χ˜
+
2 charginos
W˜−, H˜−d
1
2 χ˜
−
1 , χ˜
−
2
gluinos g˜ 12 no mixing
selectron, smuon, stau e˜L,R, µ˜L,R, τ˜L,R 0 e˜L,R, µ˜L,R, τ˜1, τ˜2 sleptons
sneutrinos ν˜e, ν˜µ, ν˜τ 0 ν˜e, ν˜µ, ν˜τ sleptons or sneutrinos
sup, scharm, stop u˜L,R, c˜L,R, t˜L,R 0 u˜L,R, c˜L,R, t˜1, t˜2 squarks
sdown, sstrange, sbottom d˜L,R, s˜L,R, b˜L,R 0 d˜L,R, s˜L,R, b˜1, b˜2
Table 1: Supersymmetric partner particles content in the minimal supersymmetric standard model
strained-MSSM (cMSSM) [18–21]. In a second type of mod-
els the supersymmetry is broken by gauge-mediated breaking
terms (GMSB) [22–28]. Anomaly-mediated supersymmetry
breaking [29, 30] is another breaking scenario, which will not
be considered in the following.
The mass scale of the SUSY particles is generally unde-
termined by the theory, but can be constrained by the following
considerations. The higher-order corrections ∼ λm2 ln(ΛUV/m)
to the Higgs mass m2H depend on the particle masses but only
logarithmically on the cutoff scale and thus matter only if the
differences in mass of the members of a supermultiplet become
too large. This is in particular relevant for the third quark gener-
ation supermultiplet of the top with the large top-quark Yukawa
couplings at first-loop order, and for gluinos at second-loop or-
der. Heavy third generation squarks and gluinos have large
contributions to ∆m2H . The non-observation of the Higgs bo-
son near the electroweak scale at LEP was referred to as little
hierarchy problem [31], as a large Higgs mass requires large ra-
diative corrections and thus large stop masses between 300 GeV
and 1 TeV [32] in the MSSM. The supersymmetry naturalness
requirement is illustrated [32] by the tree-level relation in the
MSSM
− m
2
Z
2
= |µ|2 + mH2u (2)
with the Z-boson mass mZ , where the µ-term is directly linked
to the higgsino masses, and mHu to the gluino and stop masses
as discussed above. A natural supersymmetry spectrum with-
out fine-tuning requires light stop, gluino, and higgsino masses.
A natural supersymmetry scenario should be accessible at the
LHC and motivates in particular searches for low-mass super-
partners of the top-quark.
1.3. Supersymmetry models and simplified scenarios
Another motivation for supersymmetry is, that it can deliver
a candidate particle for the dark matter, if the R-parity [33] is
conserved. The baryon number B and lepton number L that are
conserved in the SM become in supersymmetry the quantum
number R-parity, which is defined as R = (−1)3B+L+2S where S
is the spin quantum number. R equals +1 for standard model
and −1 for SUSY particles. R-parity violating (RPV) trilinear
and bilinear terms exists in the superpotential [34]:
WRp/ =
1
2
λi jkLiL jEck +λ
′
i jkLiQ jD
c
k +
1
2
λ′′i jkU
c
i D
c
jD
c
k +µiHmLi (3)
where L and Q are the lepton and quark SU(2) doublet super-
fields, E, U, D the singlet superfields, and i, j, k are the fam-
ily indices. The gauge indices are not shown. The coupling
strengths are given by the Yukawa constants λ, λ′, and λ′′. The
bilinear term allows the mixing of the lepton and Higgs super-
fields. RPV implies lepton- or baryon number violation and
sufficiently large couplings allow the decay of the lightest su-
persymmetric particle, the LSP. If R-parity is conserved because
all RPV couplings vanish or at least are sufficiently small, then
supersymmetric particles are only produced in pairs, and the
LSP is stable. If the RPV-couplings are so small or zero, that
the LSP-lifetime is large compared to the age of the universe,
then the LSP is a particle candidate for dark matter. The dark
matter candidate has to be a massive, only weakly interacting
particle, like the lightest neutralino χ˜01. In the following, RPV
couplings are assumed to be zero.
The minimal supergravity model or the cMSSM is a MSSM
scenario with gravity-mediated SUSY breaking determined by
five parameters m0, m1/2, A0, tan β, and the sign of µ. The uni-
versal scalar mass m0 determines the mass of the scalar sparti-
cles, i.e. the squarks and the sleptons masses at the GUT scale
MGUT ≈ 1016 GeV. The common mass of the gauginos and hig-
gsinos at MGUT is m1/2. A0 is the universal trilinear coupling
defined at MGUT and tan β is the ratio of the vacuum expecta-
tion values of the two Higgs doublets. The absolute value of the
higgsino mass parameter |µ| is determined by the electroweak
symmetry breaking, leaving only the sign of µ as discrete free
cMSSM parameter. A0, tan β, and the sign of µ have gener-
ally only a small influence on the experimentally observables
and are choosen such, that the predicted Higgs mass is consis-
tent with the measurement of approximately mH = 125 GeV.
The m0 and m1/2 parameters determine the masses and branch-
ing ratios of the supersymmetric particles. The relation of the
supersymmetric particles masses are therefore constrained by
effectively only two degrees of freedom. On one hand this
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allows for concise comparisons of experimental results in the
m0 and m1/2 parameter plane, on the other hand many differ-
ent mass spectra and branching ratios viable in other SUSY
models are not examined. Past
√
s = 7 TeV searches for su-
persymmetry often used the cMSSM for interpretation of the
experimental results. Recently, less constrained models like
the phenomenological minimal supersymmetric standard model
(pMSSM) [35–37] gained attention. The pMSSM is more dif-
ficult to scrutinize and the results are harder to display, because
of the much larger number of 19 free parameters. The theoreti-
cal viable phase space of the cMSSM is challenged [38, 39] by
recent experimental results discussed in the following.
Models of gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking can guar-
antee flavor universality for the MSSM sfermion masses avoid-
ing the so-called SUSY flavor-problem [40]. The lightest super-
symmetric particle is here the gravitino G˜. The G˜ is produced
in decays of the next-to-lightest SUSY particle (NLSP), which
in the studied GMSB scenarios is assumed to be the neutralino
χ˜01, together with a standard model boson γ,Z
0,H. Prompt de-
cays of the NLSP into the G˜ are assumed in all GMSB scenarios
discussed in the following. Non-prompt decays would lead to
displaced vertices or heavy stable charged particles, depending
on the nature of the NLSP. The coupling to the gravitino is sig-
nificantly weaker compared to other particles and inverse pro-
portional to its mass. The gravitino mass is negligible in the
studied scenarios, typically significantly smaller than 1 GeV.
Depending on their mass, gravitinos are dark matter candidate
particles [41, 42]. The direct decay χ˜±1 → W±G˜ occurs only if
the chargino and neutralino masses are almost mass-degenerate
and the decay χ˜±1 → W±χ˜01 is suppressed. The GMSB final
state topology depends strongly on the nature of the NLSP and
therefore on the neutralino mixing. The SUSY model of gen-
eral gauge mediation (GGM) [43–47] is used in the following to
interpret the experimental results of GMSB inspired searches.
In order to characterize the wide range of possible signal
scenarios in terms of masses of supersymmetric particles, pro-
duction channels, and decay modes, i.e. in terms of directly ex-
perimentally accessible parameters, so-called simplified model
spectra (SMS) [48–50] have been developed. The current ex-
perimental results at
√
s = 8 TeV are commonly interpreted us-
ing these simplified scenarios [51, 52]. The SMS are effective-
Lagrangian descriptions of single processes involving just a small
number of new particles, to which the analyses have direct sen-
sitivity. These simplified models feature a clear final state topol-
ogy: All supersymmetry particles which do not directly en-
ter the production and decay chain are effectively decoupled
and at high mass scales, in sharp contrast to full models of su-
persymmetry, that have characteristic complex compositions of
processes and final states. The relation of the relevant SUSY
masses for the studied process can be chosen freely, which over-
comes limitations of full models with few free parameters, like
the constrained-MSSM. While the decomposition of a super-
symmetry model scenario into different SMS is easily possi-
ble, interpreting a combination of different SMS results in any
SUSY model is more difficult [53]. For example, analyses strongly
dependent on data-driven background estimation methods can
be subject to signal contamination in the control regions, which
is usually irrelevant for an individual simplified model scenar-
ios of a single process, but can significantly lower the sensitivity
to full model scenarios of many supersymmetry processes.
No excess in the data recorded by ATLAS or CMS incom-
patible with statistical fluctuations is observed. The derived
limits obtained by searches for supersymmetry are summarized
in this article with the help of simplified models. Exclusion
contours derived by different analyses and sometimes by differ-
ent model assumptions are compared in the summary figures,
if the free parameters of the studied models are compatible.
The shown analyses and results illustrate the general sensitivity
to the most relevant SUSY parameter space. More informa-
tion and interpretations are available in the quoted references.
Physics beyond the standard model scenarios other than super-
symmetry are discussed for example in [54].
Organization of this article
The article is organized as follows: The LHC experiments
ATLAS and CMS and different experimental aspects relevant
for searches for supersymmetry are introduced in section 2. The
spectrum of the various searches for supersymmetry are dis-
cussed, from very inclusive to very specific search strategies.
In section 3 inclusive search strategies in the all-hadronic fi-
nal state and with leptons are discussed, together with elemen-
tary standard procedures to model the SM background using
the data. The results are discussed with respect to the simpli-
fied pair production of gluinos and light-flavour squarks and in
the constrained MSSM. In section 4 gluino-mediated third gen-
eration squark production is discussed, while the direct produc-
tion of third generation squarks is covered in section 5. Elec-
troweak production of supersymmetric particles is presented in
section 6, and gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking scenar-
ios are presented in section 7. Resonances and signals with
kinematic edges are discussed in section 8.1, before the experi-
mental status of the searches for supersymmetry is summarized
in the conclusion in section 9.
2. Experimental methods
The analysis strategies differ in the way the standard model
background estimation is approached and in the choice of the
kinematic variables used to enrich the signal-to-background ra-
tio for the statistical interpretation. In the following the exper-
iments are introduced and then different experimental methods
are discussed. Data-driven background estimation techniques
will be summarized, which are necessary for the precise esti-
mation of the standard model background.
2.1. The ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC
ATLAS [55] and CMS [56] are multipurpose experiments
located at the proton-proton collider LHC. The LHC delivered
collision data at a center-of-mass energy of up to
√
s = 8 TeV,
corresponding to about 20 fb−1 of integrated luminosity for each
of the experiments. ATLAS and CMS have comparable sensi-
tivity and discovery potential, though the detector designs differ
in detail.
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The ATLAS detector includes a silicon pixel detector, a sil-
icon microstrip detector, and a straw-tube tracker that can also
provide transition radiation measurements for electron identi-
fication. The inner tracking detectors are enclosed in a super-
conducting solenoid producing a magnetic field of 2 T, that al-
lows for precise tracking up to pseudo-rapidities |η| < 2.5. A
high-granularity liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeter with
lead absorber is used as electromagnetic calorimeter, hadronic
showers are measured by an iron/scintillator tile calorimeter
and by a LAr calorimeter in the end-caps. The very large muon
spectrometer in the magnetic field, provided by three air-core
toroidal magnets, consists of a set of fast trigger chambers and
high resolution muon chambers for the precise measurement of
muon momenta, making use of the large leverage arm, due to
the size of the ATLAS detector.
CMS in contrast is a rather “compact” detector but much
heavier compared to ATLAS, because of the iron return yoke
for the magnetic field, which is produced by a single solenoid
magnet. The CMS muon system consisting of high resolution
muon drift chambers and fast responsive resistive plate cham-
bers used for triggering is integrated in the iron yoke. The
superconducting solenoid magnet delivers a magnetic field of
3.8 T enclosing the calorimeter and the tracking system, con-
sisting out of a large silicon strip and the innermost silicon pixel
detector. The inner part of the calorimeter system is a lead-
tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter, the outer part is a
brass-scintillator sampling calorimeter. The inferior energy res-
olution of the stand-alone CMS hadronic calorimeter for hadronic
jets compared to ATLAS is compensated by a particle-flow-
algorithm [57], which aims at the best possible use of all de-
tector components, in order to reconstruct the momenta of all
identified particles.
2.2. Kinematic variables for signal selection and background
rejection
The classic kinematic variable to search for signals of su-
persymmetry is the missing transverse energy, defined as the
absolute value EmissT = |~p missT | of the momentum imbalance of
all reconstructed objects in the event:
~p missT = −
 jets∑
i
~p iT +
leptons∑
i
~p iT +
photons∑
i
~p iT
 . (4)
The EmissT offers a good separation power between signal and
background events, as in supersymmetry the lightest stable par-
ticles, e.g. the χ˜01 or the G˜, can carry away a large amount
of energy. The energy of the only electroweakly interacting
LSP cannot be detected, resulting in missing transverse energy
which is typically larger than the EmissT produced in standard
model background processes. An excess of events in the high
energy tail of a kinematic variable like EmissT is a signal ex-
pected for supersymmetry, in particular for models that contain
a dark matter candidate particle.
Though EmissT is a very signal sensitive variable, i.e. the
variable is able to separate signal and standard model back-
grounds with good power, other kinematic variables have been
studied and used in analyses in addition to, or instead of EmissT .
The precise prediction of the standard model background in the
high energy tail of the search variable is of crucial importance
for a good signal sensitivity of the search. This is particularly
difficult for EmissT , because the variable is directly affected by
all other objects in the event, as illustrated by Eq. (4). EmissT
is sensitive to multiple effects like detector noise, multiple pp-
interactions (pile-up), energy depositions not clustered in jets,
and the energy resolution of all reconstructed objects most rel-
evantly of jets. The MT2, αT , Razor, and meff variables intro-
duced in the following are less sensitive to these effects, but
maintain signal sensitivity and signal to background discrimi-
nation power, by exploiting different properties of the signal or
the standard model background.
The variable mincleff is defined as the scalar sum of the trans-
verse momentum of all jets or leptons in the event and EmissT :
mincleff =
∑
leptons
plT +
∑
jets
p jT + E
miss
T . (5)
In the all-hadronic state meff is equivalent to the variable S T
used in other experiments, defined as S T = HT + EmissT . HT is
the scalar sum of hadronic energy clustered in jets exceeding a
transverse momentum threshold, typically of the order of pT >
30 GeV. The meff is correlated with the overall mass scale of the
hard scattering. The EmissT /meff ratio is useful to remove events,
where the EmissT is largely due to poorly measured jets.
The kinematic variable MT2 aims at the mass reconstruction
of pair-produced particles that each decay into visible and one
invisible particle. The MT2 is defined [58, 59] analogously to
the transverse mass mT , which is used for example for W-mass
measurements in W → lν events at hadron colliders:
mT =
√
2plT E
miss
T
(
1 − cos ∆φ(~p lT , ~p missT )
)
. (6)
The EmissT corresponds in W → lν events to the not recon-
structed transverse energy of the neutrino. Searches for super-
symmetry with the MT2 variable assume, that the signal events
are due to the pair-production of two SUSY particles of the
same mass (e.g. g˜g˜) and each undergo cascade decays into at
least one or more jets and the LSP (e.g. a neutralino χ˜01), as
shown in Fig. 1. The visible objects, such as jets, are clustered
into two pseudo-jets using hemisphere algorithms [60]. MT2 is
defined as the larger of the two transverse masses M(1)T and M
(2)
T ,
where the transverse mass M(i)T is calculated analog to Eq. (6),
where the ith pseudo-jet replaces the lepton and the correspond-
ing transverse momentum of χ˜01 replaces E
miss
T .
MT2 = min
~p
χ˜01(1)
T +~p
χ˜01(2)
T =~p
miss
T
[
max(M(1)T ,M
(2)
T )
]
. (7)
The momenta of the invisible particles pχ˜
0
1(1)
T and p
χ˜01(2)
T are in-
accessible, only the sum of pT is constrained by EmissT . The
ambiguity is resolved by minimizing MT2 over all possible mo-
menta of the undetected particles that fulfill the constraint.
The αT variable [61] aims at the best possible suppression
of QCD multijet events, that are characterized by non-genuine
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EmissT . The E
miss
T in the QCD multijet background events is cre-
ated by jet-resolution effects or non-prompt neutrino production
in the hadronization, but not by undetectable particles created in
the hard interaction. In a dijet event the dimensionless variable
αT is defined as
αT =
Ejet2T
mdijetT
. (8)
where Ejet2T is the transverse energy of the less energetic 2
nd jet
and mT is the transverse mass of the dijet system defined ana-
log to Eq. (6), where the transverse momentum vectors of both
jets replace the lepton and the neutrino i.e. the EmissT . In con-
trast to the missing transverse energy, αT is less sensitive to jet
energy mismeasurements and therefore to beam conditions and
the detector performance. In events with genuine EmissT as ex-
pected for the SUSY signal the αT variable has a long tail with
values larger than 0.5. For QCD dijet events αT is constrained
to values ≤ 0.5; the two jets in a perfectly measured event are
balanced in ET and thus mT = 2ET and αT = 0.5. Any jet en-
ergy mismeasurement reduces Ejet2T , while the jet direction in
the transverse plane is not and mT is only minimally affected,
leading to αT ≤ 0.5 for QCD dijet events. Multijet events are
combined into a pseudo-dijet system using hemisphere algo-
rithms.
The “Razor” [62] variables R2 and MR are motivated by
the pair production of two heavy particles such as squarks or
gluinos, each decaying to an undetected particle and jets. Mul-
tiple jets in each event are combined by hemisphere algorithms
into two pseudo-jets. The razor variables are defined as:
MR =
√
(p j1 + p j2 )2 − (p j1z + p j2z )2, (9)
MRT =
√
EmissT (p
j1
T + p
j2
T ) − ~p missT (~p j1 + ~p j2 )
2
, (10)
R =
MRT
MR
. (11)
MRT quantifies the transverse momentum imbalance of the event,
while MR is proportional to the mass-scale of the produced
particles in the event. The shape of the standard model back-
grounds can be estimated in data sideband regions of MR and
the dimensionless variable R2, where the potential signal contri-
bution is negligible. The name “Razor” refers to the modeling
of the SM background, which efficiently enables the separation
of signal and the standard model background, and might also be
inspired by the first set of
√
s = 7 TeV SUSY searches at CMS
nicknamed “reference analyses”, abbreviated e.g. Ra1.
2.3. Background estimation techniques using data events
The key to searches for supersymmetry is the precise un-
derstanding of the various standard model background contri-
butions, especially in the high energy tail of distributions like
EmissT and at high jet multiplicities. An excess over the standard
model expectation in the observed data would indicate a signal
of “New Physics”, such as supersymmetry.
The tails of signal-sensitive distributions like EmissT are hard
to simulate by Monte Carlo methods for the known standard
model backgrounds and therefore carry large or even unknown
uncertainties. Rare or unknown detector and reconstruction
effects must be modeled sufficiently correct, like detector re-
sponses and noise, efficiencies and resolutions. The common
way to avoid or at least reduce the influence of these effects
and the corresponding systematic uncertainties, is to make use
of the data itself. Data sideband regions, similarly affected by
detector and reconstruction effects but depleted of signal can,
appropriately weighted, be used instead of simulated samples,
such that the systematic effects cancel out. Depending on the
variable separating the signal and control regions, the weights
for the control events can also be derived from the data: This is
usually possible if the variable is uncorrelated to the kinematics
of the event, as for example to a certain extent the particle iden-
tification criteria like lepton isolation or the b-tag probability.
If a variable correlated with the kinematics is used to separate
the regions, like the jet multiplicity or the hadronic activity HT
in the event, MC simulations are usually required to derive the
normalization of the control events. Depending on the details of
the reweighting and the available MC statistics, this is compara-
ble to using Monte Carlo simulation for the modeling of a back-
ground in the signal region, that was “tuned” by reweighting or
validating it in a data sideband region. Exemplary data-driven
background estimation methods for the all-hadronic final state
are discussed in the following in more detail.
The “rebalance + smear” method to estimate the QCD multijet
background
The QCD multijet background in the all-hadronic final state
is particularly difficult to model with Monte Carlo simulations
because of the large production cross section and the multi-
ple but very rare effects that lead to EmissT in the reconstructed
events. Even though multijet events have no intrinsic EmissT , jet
energy mismeasurements and misreconstructions summarized
as jet energy resolution can lead to a sizable missing trans-
verse energy tail. Typically, high-statistics data sideband re-
gions are employed to model the QCD multijet background.
These sidebands can be obtained by loosening a selection such
as the EmissT requirement, a lepton identification, or for exam-
ple a b-tagging qualifier. Alternatively, jet-resolution measure-
ments derived from γ+jets and dijets events can be used to
create a high-statistics generated “Pseudo-Monte Carlo” QCD
sample in a data-driven fashion: In a first step data events are
selected similar to the signal selection criteria, except for the
EmissT -cut. The reconstructed jets in every event are then var-
ied in energy according to the jet-resolution probability density
function (PDF), such that the EmissT in each event vanishes. In
a second step, the jets are smeared again according to random
numbers drawn from the jet resolution PDFs. Each seed event
is used of the order of 100 times with different random num-
bers to minimize the statistical uncertainty of the sample. Sig-
nal contamination as well as contamination from other standard
model backgrounds with genuine EmissT to the sample of proxy
events is negligible because of the large QCD cross section and
because the first rebalancing step transforms the contaminating
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events into QCD-like events. This “rebalance + smear”-method
predicts the QCD multijet and other fully hadronic standard
model backgrounds without genuine EmissT with a good preci-
sion.
The “lost-lepton” and the “embedding” methods to estimate
the top and W backgrounds
An important background to the hadronic final state can
arise from standard model backgrounds with single leptons, i.e.
electrons or muons including e or µ from leptonic tau decays.
The background composition is dominated by W+jets and tt¯
events, where the lepton is not identified and the event there-
fore passes the signal selection including the lepton-veto cut.
This happens if the lepton is close to a jet or not-isolated, not
properly reconstructed, or out of the geometrical acceptance
region. These “lost-lepton” backgrounds are modeled using a
data-control sample with exactly one isolated muon. The con-
trol sample can be enlarged using isolated electrons in addi-
tion to reduce statistical uncertainties at the price of larger sys-
tematics. To limit possible signal contamination to the con-
trol sample that could lead to an over-prediction, the control
events are required to have small mT (l, EmissT ), typically less
than 100 GeV consistent with W → lν from SM W+jets or tt¯
backgrounds. The control events are weighted according to the
lepton (in-)efficiencies and kinematic acceptance factors, which
can be obtained from the MC simulation and validated in data
on the Z → l+l− peak with a “tag & probe” method. The tag
& probe method utilizes that Z → ll events can be selected in
the data with high purity (“tag”), without applying a specific
selection, for which the efficiency should be calculated, on one
of the leptons (the “probe”). The relative precision of the “lost-
lepton” background estimation is of the order of 10% and up to
40% in large jet multiplicity signal regions.
If the background contains a hadronically decaying tau lep-
ton the event also has a large probability to pass the lepton veto.
The same data control sample with one isolated muon is used
for the prediction of hadronically decaying taus τh from SM
processes like W+jets and tt¯. The “embedding method” cor-
rects the control events for the muon efficiencies and replaces
the muon in each event by a simulated τh jet, whose pT value
is randomly sampled from an τh response PDF. For each seed
event the tau-jet response function is sampled of the order of
one hundred times. EmissT , HT , and the jet multiplicity are re-
calculated for all events.
For supersymmetry searches in the final state with one iso-
lated lepton the lost-lepton and hadronic-tau backgrounds are
equally relevant, but here the events originate from the dilep-
ton standard model processes dominated by tt¯, Z, and diboson
production. Accordingly, a dilepton data control sample can be
used to model the background.
The “Z → νν¯” estimation method
An irreducible background for search analyses in the all-ha-
dronic final state originates from Z → νν¯+jets. Three different
data control regions can be used to estimate the background:
Z → l+l− events offer a straightforward possibility with small
systematics. However, since the branching ratio of the Z to neu-
trinos is roughly three times larger than to electrons and muons,
the prediction suffers from large statistical uncertainties espe-
cially in the high energy tails of the search variables, where the
signal is expected. Better statistical precision is expected from
W → lν events, which can be used as an alternative control
sample. But in this case a clean selection without contamina-
tion is more challenging, because the background from other
standard model processes or possible signal events is larger than
for dileptons in the narrow invariant mass window around the
Z mass. Commonly used is therefore a γ+jets control sample
exploiting the similarity to Z+jets, which is given at high boson
transverse momenta. The total uncertainties are dominated by
the theoretical uncertainties on the γ+jets/Z+jets cross section
ratio. The uncertainties can be constraint using Z → µµ data.
The relative prediction precision is of the order of 25% at low
and 45% at high jet multiplicities.
2.4. Limit calculation
Upper limits on the amount of signal events, that could
be present in the observed data under the assumption that the
data are statistically distributed according to the standard model
background-only expectation, are derived using the CLs method
[63, 64]. The CLs method, often called modified frequentist ap-
proach, is designed to avoid the exclusion of possible signals,
to which the analysis is not really sensitive to. A statistical
under-fluctuation in the data compared to the background-only
expectation b could lead to an exclusion of zero or even a neg-
ative amount of signal events s at a certain confidence level. To
avoid this unwanted behavior, the CLs is defined as
CLs =
CLs+b
CLb
. (12)
The CLs+b is the probability to observe a test statistic value Qs
at least as signal-like as the one observed Qsobs under the sig-
nal+background test hypothesis H1 for a certain signal expecta-
tion s. CLb is analogously the probability to observe Q0 ≥ Q0obs
under the background-only null-hypothesis H0. For the test
statistics Q typically a likelihood-ratio is chosen, which allows
for the most efficient separation of both hypotheses [65]. Ignor-
ing systematic uncertainties, the test statistic can be defined as
the ratio of two Poisson probability functions
Q =
Poisson(x, s + b)
Poisson(x, b)
(13)
where the measurement x can be the observed data or the out-
come of a pseudo-experiment. The test statistics of multiple
exclusive signal search regions can be combined to a single
function, as likelihoods are multiplicative. Different ways to in-
corporate systematic uncertainty nuisance parameters are used
by the discussed analyses. The standard limit calculation proce-
dure procedure is defined by the ATLAS and CMS Higgs boson
search combination [66].
A signal of at least s events is excluded at a confidence level
(CL) of 1 − α, if the CLs ≤ α. The resulting limits and ex-
clusion contours presented in the following have been derived
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at 95% CL. The expected limit is defined by the 50% quan-
tile of calculated limits, where the observed data event yield
is replaced repeatedly by random pseudo-data event yields dis-
tributed according to the background-only expectation.
For a single-channel counting experiment the limit is gener-
ally independent of any signal hypothesis and can be translated
into a cross section limit using the signal acceptance and the
data luminosity, i.e. a limit with respect to a signal cross sec-
tion expectation for a specific point of a given supersymmetry
model, defined by a set of model parameters. Multi-channel
counting experiments implicitly depend on the relative signal
acceptance in the different search bins and depend therefore on
the signal model. Exclusion contours in a plane of the super-
symmetry model parameters are derived, by comparing the cal-
culated limits to the signal expectations per point. In this article,
only limits with respect to the supersymmetric particle masses
in specific models or signal scenarios are discussed. The cross
section limits are not shown, but can be found in the quoted
references.
3. Inclusive searches for strong production of gluinos and
first or second generation squarks
Generally, inclusive searches for supersymmetry have the
largest sensitivity in the studied supersymmetric models and
with respect to the wide range of supersymmetric particle masses
and cross sections [67, 68]. However, more specialized searches
extend the reach significantly in relevant corners of the phase
space, as will be discussed in the following sections. Inclusive
searches make few model assumptions, typically only missing
transverse energy EmissT or a similar correlated quantity is re-
quired in the selected events.
The EmissT requirement, or any other similar kinematic prop-
erty exploiting the non-observation of two LSPs with high en-
ergy, implicitly constrains the analysis sensitivity to R-parity
conserving models with a stable and electrically neutral, thus
only weakly interacting lightest supersymmetric particle. How-
ever, also R-parity violating SUSY scenarios can be probed,
that lead either through neutrinos from non-zero LLE¯ λi jk or
LQD¯ λ′i jk couplings to E
miss
T in the final state, or lead to E
miss
T
because the RPV couplings are sufficiently small so that the
LSP decays unobserved outside the detector. Squarks and gluinos
are generally produced at higher energy scales compared to
standard model processes because of the larger particle masses
due to the existing limits [14]. This typically leads to either
long decay chains with many SM particles as for example for g˜g˜
production as shown in Fig. 1(a) or to few high energy particles
and therefore also large EmissT as for q˜q˜ production as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Because of the large hadronic branching ratio, the
final state of strongly-produced supersymmetry events consists
generally of many jets leading to good sensitivities for searches
in the all-hadronic final state, which comes at the price of a
more difficult to estimate standard model background.
3.1. All-hadronic final state
ATLAS [69, 70] as well as CMS [71] have searched for
SUSY in the fully hadronic final state with the classical EmissT
variable, no leptons, and at least two jets.
The EmissT + HT search [71] at CMS relies on the “rebalance
+ smear”-method to predict the QCD multijet background in
the EmissT tails. A precision of 10 − 90% depending on the sig-
nal region can be achieved. The method has been validated in
QCD enriched data control regions as well as on Monte Carlo
simulation. The backgrounds from tt¯ and W+jets, where at least
one lepton fails identification are estimated using the “lost lep-
ton” method. The method is validated with Monte Carlo simu-
lation and the precision of the prediction is typically 10 − 20%,
depending on the jet multiplicity. The “embedding method” is
used to estimate the contribution from hadronically decaying
taus. For the irreducible Z → νν¯ process γ+jets events are used
to model the background. The EmissT , HT , and the jet multi-
plicity variables are used to define 36 exclusive signal regions,
in order to optimize the sensitivity to the different regions of
the signal parameter space for gluino or squark pair or asso-
ciated production. High jet multiplicity bins are for example
more sensitive to g˜g˜ production, while q˜q˜ processes produce
a smaller particle multiplicity, but more EmissT . The individ-
ual counting experiments per signal region are combined into
one test statistic. The characteristic feature of the analysis is
the careful estimation of all standard model backgrounds, us-
ing only data-driven methods that are validated in data control
regions as well as with Monte Carlo simulation.
The EmissT and 2 − 6 jets ATLAS analysis [69] follows a
slightly different strategy compared to the previously discussed
search, where the statistically exclusive signal regions were com-
bined in a final likelihood fit. Here, the 15 signal regions are
defined inclusively, i.e. containing at least 2,3,4,5, or 6 jets and
are further divided into inclusive loose, medium, tight, or W-
candidate selections according to the variables ∆Φmin,
EmissT /
√
HT , meff, and EmissT /meff. Each region is optimized to
target a specific scenario depending on the production scenario
and the particles masses m(g˜), m(q˜). The standard model back-
grounds for each signal region are estimated from data sideband
regions scaled by transfer factors estimated from Monte Carlo
simulation except for the QCD multijet background. The QCD
background contribution to the signal regions is small, but the
total uncertainties on the prediction are still relevant. The QCD
control region is obtained by inverting the ∆Φmin > 0.2 − 0.4
cut, which depends on the signal region, and the requirement
on EmissT /
√
HT or EmissT /meff. The transfer factors are deter-
mined by a data-driven technique applying a jet energy resolu-
tion function to estimate the impact of a jet mismeasurement.
The systematic uncertainties of the QCD background predic-
tion are dominated by the uncertainties on the estimated trans-
fer factors and are smaller than 8% for all signal regions. The
total uncertainty of the combined background estimation is be-
tween 8% and 61%. The results from the 15 signal regions are
combined, by using the result from the signal region with the
most stringent expected sensitivity to set a limit on a given sig-
nal parameter point.
The ATLAS search using 7-10 jets [70] and up to two b-
tags aims at longer supersymmetry decay chains and comple-
ments the inclusive analysis with 2 − 6 jets [69]. The analysis
targets gluino mediated squark production and has also good
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Figure 1: Effective Feynman diagrams for the simplified pair production of gluinos (a) and first- or second generation squarks (b).
sensitivity to gluino mediated stop production as discussed in
the section 4 and to gluino mediated chargino χ˜±1 or neutralino
χ˜02 production as discussed in the following section 3.2, that
all lead to many jets in the final state. The sensitivity of the
analysis is enhanced by the sum of masses MΣjets of large ra-
dius jets in the event. These large radius jets are clustered by
an anti-kt algorithm with a distance parameter R = 1 from the
four-momenta of R = 0.4 anti-kt jets with pT > 20 GeV. The
jet multiplicity, the b-tagged jet multiplicity, MΣjets, as well as
the EmissT /
√
HT variables are used to define 19 partially over-
lapping signal regions. For the QCD multijet background esti-
mation the observation that the EmissT resolution is proportional
to
√
HT independently of the jet multiplicity is exploited: The
EmissT /
√
HT shape is extracted from data sidebands in the jet
multiplicity, for each bin of b-tag multiplicity as the shape de-
pends on the number of b-tags in the event. Soft unclustered
energy in the event distorts the proportionality and leads to the
largest systematic uncertainty on the QCD background estima-
tion.
SUSY searches relying on the kinematic variables MT2, αT ,
and the Razor variable R2 and MR have been pursued. The gen-
eral advantage of these analyses is the reduced dependency on
pileup, unclustered energy, and other detector effects that in-
fluence the EmissT in an event. Especially QCD multijet back-
ground events can acquire EmissT through these effects and are
difficult to estimate. The alternative kinematic variables there-
fore offer a better handle to reduce or to estimate QCD mul-
tijet events. Disadvantages arise from the more complicated
definition and used assumptions compared to the EmissT vari-
able which is clearly defined for all signals and standard model
backgrounds.
The MT2 variable explored at ATLAS and CMS [72, 73] al-
lows to control the QCD multijet contribution, which is small
at large values of MT2. The amount of QCD background is fur-
ther reduced by requiring ∆Φmin > 0.3, where ∆Φmin is the
minimal azimuthal angle between the ~p missT and any of the four
leading jets in pT , again exploiting the origin of EmissT from jet
energy mismeasurements. The surviving QCD background is
estimated from the ∆Φmin < 0.3 control region, scaled accord-
ing to a transfer factor depending on MT2. Two analysis strate-
gies are pursued for the all-hadronic final state at CMS [72]:
An inclusive search for supersymmetry spans the signal region
by the MT2 variable, the jet and the b-tagged jet multiplicity,
and by HT . The second approach makes use of MT2 and the
invariant dijet mass of b-tagged jets m(bb¯) aiming at the recon-
struction of a light Higgs boson produced in supersymmetry
cascade decays.
The αT search for supersymmetry [74] uses a different kine-
matic variable to identify possible signal events and to effi-
ciently suppress the QCD multijet background. QCD events do
not have genuine EmissT , so that the measured E
miss
T is mostly
due to jet resolution effects, resulting in αT . 0.5 for QCD
multijet. Detector effects do not significantly influence αT in an
event, so that the QCD background can be efficiently removed
by a αT > 0.55 selection requirement. The signal region is
further categorized by the HT , the jet multiplicity, and the b-
tagged jet multiplicity to maximize the analysis sensitivity to
wide range of possible signals of supersymmetry like g˜g˜, g˜q˜,
and q˜q˜ production and in particular also those with third gener-
ation squarks, that lead to b-jets. The analysis determines the
sum of the remaining standard model background from QCD
multijet, tt¯, W, and Z processes by a binned simultaneous like-
lihood fit to event yields in the signal regions and in µ+jets,
µµ+jets, and γ+jets control regions. Data collected in the first
half of the 8 TeV data taking period corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity of 11.7 fb−1 was used.
Searches for new physics relying on the shape of the “Ra-
zor” [62] variables R2 and MR have been carried out at the AT-
LAS [75, 76] and the CMS experiments [77, 78]. The final
state with at least one b-tagged jet and with and without leptons
has been analyzed at CMS using the full 8 TeV data set as re-
ported in [77]. The ATLAS inclusive search with at least one
lepton [76], using also the Razor variables is discussed below
in the following section 3.2.
The inclusive searches for supersymmetry in the all-hadronic
final state are interpreted in the simplified models of squark-
or gluino-pair production as shown in Fig.1. For the on-shell
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Figure 2: Exclusion contours at 95% CL for the inclusive searches for strong production of supersymmetry signal events of ATLAS and CMS. Gluino pair production
is shown in (a), where the gluino decay through off-shell squarks as g˜ → qqχ˜01. Squark pair production asssuming eight mass degenerate light flavor squarks is
shown in (b), where the squarks decay as q˜→ qχ˜01. The analysis labels refer to Table 2.
squark-pair production case eight mass-degenerated light squarks
u˜L,R, d˜L,R, c˜L,R, s˜L,R are assumed, that each decay into a quark
and the neutralino LSP. The squark mass and the neutralino
mass are varied for each point of the generated signal Monte
Carlo simulation scan. In the case of the gluino-pair production
scenario all squark masses are assumed to be decoupled at high
energy scales. Each gluino undergoes an effective three-body
decay into two quarks and the neutralino LSP. Again, two pa-
rameters define all experimental observables; the gluino mass
and the neutralino mass. All hadronic inclusive searches fol-
low different search and background estimation strategies with
different strengths, setting the strongest limits in the g˜g˜ and the
light-flavor q˜q˜ scenarios. The EmissT and 2 − 6 jets analysis as
well as the αT and MT2 analyses are expected to perform better
for squark-pair production, where lower jet multiplicities but
more energetic jets are produced, leading to an optimal perfor-
mance of the hemisphere algorithms, compared to the 7 − 10
jets and the EmissT + HT analyses, that perform best for gluino-
pair production with many jets in the final state. In the cMSSM
this corresponds to low values of the universal scalar mass m0,
where squark-pair production is dominant because m(q˜)<m(g˜)
and high values of m0 where m(g˜)m(q˜) leading to dominant
g˜g˜ production. The resulting limits in the cMSSM are com-
pared in the following section 3.2 to the sensitivity of the inclu-
sive leptonic searches.
The results of the all-hadronic searches for supersymme-
try [69–72, 74] are translated into cross section limits in the
g˜g˜ and light-flavor q˜q˜ pair-production. Model-dependent ex-
clusion contours, as shown in Fig. 2 for the simplified pair-
production are derived, by comparing the cross section lim-
its to the signal cross section prediction in the corresponding
model. For the simplified model of gluino-pair production with
g˜ → qqχ˜01 gluinos masses up to 1.4 TeV and neutralino masses
up to 600 GeV are probed. Similarly, for the simplified model
of squark-pair production with q˜ → qχ˜01 squark masses up to
900 GeV and neutralino masses up to 350 GeV are probed. The
squark mass limits are weaker compared to the gluino mass
limits. In the diagonal region of Fig. 2, where the gluino or
squark masses become almost mass-degenerate with the neu-
tralino LSP mass, only little hadronic energy in the form of soft
hadronic jets is created in the gluino or squark decays. The
analyses acceptance drops, depending on the details of jet en-
ergy and multiplicity requirements. Uncertainties from initial
state radiation and parton density functions for standard model
background and signal Monte Carlo simulations are relevant in
this region of phase space.
3.2. Inclusive searches with leptons
The additional requirement of leptons in the final state re-
stricts the analyses to signal scenarios with longer decay chains,
where leptons are created through sleptons l˜±, ν˜ or through vec-
tor boson Z0, W± decays, as shown in Fig. 3. Also third gener-
ation squark production discussed in the following section can
lead to lepton final states through top-quark decays. Direct elec-
troweak slepton production offers usually no competitive sensi-
tivity on slepton or gaugino masses compared to the indirect
production through gluino- or squark decays, if the gluino or a
squark mass is sufficiently small, or the slepton masses are not
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too light [67, 68]. If the signal contains leptons, additional sen-
sitivity compared to the inclusive all-hadronic analyses can be
gained by the explicit selection of leptons. The branching frac-
tion of neutralinos and charginos to leptons is usually smaller
than to jets, but this is also true for the standard model back-
ground and a lepton in the final state simplifies the background
estimation, because more possibilities for kinematically identi-
cal data sideband regions for the modeling of a background or
for validation are offered.
Combining all-hadronic analyses and searches with leptons
in the final state from the same experiment is, unfortunately,
often difficult if the analyses were not designed with a combi-
nation in mind from the beginning. The reason for this is the
non-trivial correlation of systematic uncertainties and most im-
portantly the partially overlapping signal and control regions.
Nevertheless, several ATLAS and CMS analyses have com-
bined search channels and have been reinterpreted in several
models of new physics beyond the standard model, e.g. [77, 79].
A search for supersymmetry with at least one isolated elec-
tron or muon, jets, and EmissT [76] has been carried out by the
ATLAS experiment on a dataset of 20 fb−1. Different signal re-
gions with optimal sensitivity to different signal scenarios have
been defined: At least one low pT or one high pT lepton selec-
tion, e or µ, offer complementary sensitivity to low and large
mass splittings. Dilepton selections, ee, eµ, or µµ, cover differ-
ent signal production modes and cascade decay chains. Various
further criteria are applied individually in the signal regions,
optimized for the different signal models. For example, small
jet multiplicities are required for squark pair-production, large
multiplicities for gluino production (Fig. 1). For gluino pair
production dileptons are expected through decays via sleptons
and sneutrinos or via intermediate gaugino decays as shown in
Fig. 3. The dominant background originates from tt¯ produc-
tion. In the dilepton channels the SM tt¯ is suppressed by apply-
ing a veto on b-tagged jets. The transverse mass mT , defined
in Eq. (6) is used in all single-lepton regions to reject the sub-
dominant background from W → lν. Similarly, the invariant
dilepton mass mll is used to reject Z → l+l− in dilepton regions,
where no on-shell Z0-bosons are expected in the signal. The
signal regions are defined orthogonal, except for the specifi-
cally designed inclusive single-lepton and low-pT dilepton re-
gions. The binned variables mincleff, E
miss
T , E
miss
T /meff, and the
Razor variable MR, defined in Eq. (9), are used to exploit the ex-
pected signal shape in order to optimize model-dependent lim-
its. The dominant standard model backgrounds from tt¯, W+jets,
and Z+jets are modeled by Monte Carlo simulation, which are
normalized for the numerous signal regions in kinematically
similar control regions, obtained e.g. by inverting the b-tag
requirement, the mT , or the mll selection. The normalization
factors are constrained by a simultaneous fit based on the pro-
file likelihood method to all control regions per signal region
and are checked in multiple validation regions. Another non-
negligible background to signal-regions with leptons originates
from QCD-multijet and Z(→ νν)+jets events, where the lep-
ton requirement is fulfilled by non-prompt leptons or misidenti-
fied jets. This “fake-lepton” background can be estimated from
the data, by measuring the lepton fake-rate f j→e in events with
loosely identified leptons and applying it to an appropriately
weighted data control sample with the same requirements than
the signal selection, except for the lepton identification. Since
the fake-rate is usually orders of magnitude smaller than the
lepton identification efficiency, the data-driven background es-
timation has small uncertainties of statistical origin due to the
much larger control sample. The total uncertainties of the esti-
mation is dominated by the sytematical uncertainty of f j→e and
on the quality of the kinematic similarity of the signal and the
loose-lepton control region.
A slightly different approach is used by the like-sign (LS)
dilepton analysis [80] at the CMS experiment. Like-sign lep-
ton final states are very rare in the standard model, but occur
naturally in supersymmetry since, for example, the two decays
chains of pair produced gluinos are not correlated. The domi-
nant SM background therefore arises from misidentified “fake
leptons”, which are estimated from the data with loose lepton
identification criteria. Rare standard model processes yielding
like-sign dileptons like diboson production, tt¯V , and HV , where
the V denotes a vector boson Z0 or W±, are estimated from
Monte Carlo simulation. Four variables, that are able to dis-
criminate signal against standard model backgrounds, are used
to define several exclusive signal regions: EmissT , the scalar sum
of hadronic transverse energy clustered in jets HT , the jet multi-
plicity, and the b-tagged jet multiplicity. For each variable two
sets of regions are defined; one loose selection with depleted
signal contribution in order to validate the SM background de-
scription, and one with tighter requirements where exclusive
signal bins are defined. The analysis is carried out with two dif-
ferent pT thresholds for the two leptons of either 10 GeV each,
or with thresholds of 20 GeV for both leptons. The low-pT se-
lection increases the sensitivity to SUSY models with off-shell
W-bosons. The HT threshold in this case is increased from
200 GeV to 250 GeV to ensure the full efficiency of the trigger.
The high-pT selection is partially overlapping but has comple-
mentary sensitivity to scenarios with on-shell bosons. In addi-
tion to the results interpreted in the signal scenarios discussed
in this section, the analysis uses the higher b-tag multiplicity re-
gions and a low EmissT signal region to set limits on third gener-
ation squark production and R-parity violation models, respec-
tively.
The results of the different inclusive searches with leptons
in the final state are shown in Fig. 4 for the simplified gluino-
pair and for squark-pair production. The analyses assume a va-
riety of different production and decay topologies, that make di-
rect comparisons of the different analyses sensitivities problem-
atic. Interpretations in the same signal model are not available.
The shown exclusion contours give however a good overview
of the experimental sensitivity for a variety of scenarios. Typi-
cally long decay chains are studied, compared to the previously
discussed results displayed in Fig. 2.
For g˜g˜ production shown in Fig. 4(a), the gluino effectively
decays into two quarks and the lighter chargino g˜ → qqχ˜±1 , the
χ˜±1 decays further into the χ˜
0
1 LSP as identified in the figure leg-
end. The chargino mass is fixed in between the gluino or squark
mass and the neutralino χ˜01 with equal mass difference, unless
otherwise specified in the figure legend. In the signal scenarios,
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Figure 3: Effective Feynman diagrams for gluino mediated production of gauginos leading to quarks and W±, Z0 bosons in the final state (a) and gluino decays
through gauginos and sleptons leading to leptons and/or neutrinos in the final state (b).
where intermediate sleptons or sneutrinos are produced in the
final state, the gluinos or squarks decay with equal probability
via either the lightest chargino χ˜±1 or the next-to-lightest neu-
tralino χ˜02. These subsequently decay via left-handed sleptons
(or sneutrinos) into a lepton (or neutrino) and the lightest neu-
tralino χ˜01. The masses of the intermediate charginos/neutralinos
are set to be equal, while the slepton and sneutrino masses (all
three lepton flavors are mass degenerate in this model) are fixed
to lie in the middle of m(χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2) and m(χ˜
0
1).
For q˜q˜ production shown in Fig. 4(b), different production
and different decay topologies are assumed by the shown anal-
yses. The inclusive search with at least one lepton [76] assumes
pair production of first- or second-generation squarks that de-
cay either through sleptons or SM W-bosons. The Razor anal-
ysis [77] with one b-tagged jet and combined no-lepton and
one-lepton final state is targeted at stop-pair production, where
the stop decays into a SM top-quark and the χ˜01. More analyses
specialized for this decay are discussed in Sec. 5. The results of
the like-sign dilepton search [80] are interpreted with respect to
bottom squark pair production, where the sbottom decays via
charginos as b˜1 → tWχ˜01. Two scenarios for chargino masses
m(χ˜±1 ) = 1.25m(χ˜
0
1) and m(χ˜
±
1 ) = 2m(χ˜
0
1) are shown.
The free parameters of the simplified model are the gluino
(squark) mass and the neutralino χ˜01 mass, which span the plot
plane. Depending on the model of supersymmetry, gluino masses
up to 1.32 TeV, squark masses up to 840 GeV, and neutralino
masses up to 650 GeV can be excluded.
Exclusion contours for the cMSSM for tan β = 30, A0 =
2m0 and µ > 0 in the plane of the universal scalar mass m0
and the common mass of the gauginos and higgsinos m1/2 are
derived, as shown in Fig. 5. Models like the cMSSM are help-
ful to compare different analysis search results on equal foot-
ings. However, only few analyses have produced exclusion con-
tours in the cMSSM, because of the limitations of the model
that significantly reduce the possible relations between super-
symmetric masses or branching fractions. The cMSSM exclu-
sion contours of the inclusive analyses discussed above, where
available, are shown in Fig. 5. All light-flavour squark masses
below 1.6 TeV and gluino masses below 1.35 TeV masses can
be excluded at 95% CL. The exclusion contours reach m1/2 <
800 GeV at small values of m0, and m1/2 < 500 GeV at large
values of m0.
The EmissT and 2 − 6 jets analysis [69] targeted at low jet
multiplicities is most sensitive at low m0 where squark masses
are light and q˜q˜ production is largest. At large values of m0,
where squarks are heavy and gluino mediated production leads
to long decay chains, the inclusive search with leptons [76] sets
the best exclusion.
The Fittino and Mastercode collaborations [38, 39] have in-
vestigated the remaining allowed parameter space with a global
fit, in order to identify the set of cMSSM parameters best com-
patible with standard model precision measurements, astrophy-
sics, and direct LHC searches. The precision observables in-
clude for example the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon,
direct dark matter detection bounds, the dark matter relic den-
sity, and the Higgs boson mass. The global minimum was found
at small values of m0 just outside the direct search limits from
the LHC experiments with respect to m1/2. The fit p-value, i.e.
the consistency with the model is smaller than 10%. In this
sense, the cMSSM can be excluded by the LHC searches at a
confidence level of at least 90% [38, 39].
4. Inclusive searches for gluino mediated production of third
generation squarks
As discussed before, the mass difference to the standard
model partners of the third generation multiplets with large Yu-
kawa couplings should not be too large [81], in order to min-
imize necessary fine-tuning. The lighter mass-eigenstate t˜1 is
typically the lightest squark. Since the t˜L belongs to the same
weak isospin doublet as the bottom squark b˜L, and is therefore
controlled by the same supersymmetry-breaking mass parame-
ter, a light t˜1 can also imply light b˜1. In simplified models of
third generation squark production t˜1 (or the b˜1) is typically as-
sumed to be the only accessible squark, all other squarks are
assumed to be decoupled at high energy scales. Direct strong
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Figure 4: Exclusion contours at 95% CL of the inclusive searches with leptons for strong production of supersymmetry signal events at ATLAS and CMS. Result
for g˜g˜ production is shown in (a), for different gluino decay topologies. The results for q˜q˜ production is shown in (b), where either light-flavor squarks or single
b˜ or t˜ squarks are assumed to be pair produced. The different squark decay modes assumed by the analyses are specified in the legend. The analyses use different
analyses strategies as discussed in the text. The analysis labels refer to Table 2.
pair production of third generation quarks is possible and will
be discussed in the following section. Here, the gluino medi-
ated production, favored by naturalness arguments, i.e. Eq. (2),
shall be discussed, which is similar to the inclusive searches for
gluino and light-flavor squark production discussed previously.
In general, an increased signal sensitivity to stop or sbottom
masses can be achieved by the usage of b-tagging or top-tagging
information. The relevant gluino-mediated stop-quark produc-
tion channels are shown in Fig. 6. Assuming sufficiently heavy
gluinos, top-squark decays can lead to final states with up to
four real top-quarks and two neutralino LSPs in the final state,
e.g. g˜→ tt˜ → ttχ˜01, depending on m(t˜1) and m(χ˜01).
4.1. Searches in the all-hadronic final state
Analyses [72, 74] based on the kinematic variables mT2 and
αT introduced in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) were carried out at CMS.
The variables provide powerful discrimination against the QCD
multijet background. The b-tag multiplicity as well as the total
number of jets are used to define exclusive signal regions, max-
imizing the analysis sensitivity to different signal scenarios like
gluino- or squark pair production, and in particular also to di-
rect and gluino mediated production of third generation quarks.
In addition to g˜g˜, g˜ → qqχ˜01 and light-flavor q˜q˜ production dis-
cussed in the last section, the analyses results are interpreted
for gluino-pair production, where the gluino decays to two top-
quarks and the neutralino LSP, as shown in Fig. 6(a).
The search analysis [82] uses the shape of the conventional
EmissT and HT variables to search for supersymmetry. By divid-
ing EmissT and HT into four bins each and in addition to the b-tag
multiplicity Nb-tags = 1, 2,≥ 3 bins, 176 mutually exclusive sig-
nal regions are defined, in order to target gluino-mediated top-
or bottom-squark production. The dominant standard model
backgrounds originate from QCD multijet production, from “lost
leptons” of tt¯+jets and W+jets processes and from Z → νν¯. The
shapes of these backgrounds are obtained from data-sidebands:
For the QCD background, control events are selected with low
∆Φmin, lost-lepton proxy event samples require exactly one elec-
tron or one muon with a small transverse mass mT < 100 GeV
as defined by Eq. (6) to limit possible signal contamination,
and for the Z to invisible background Z → e+e− and Z → µ+µ−
events are selected. The shape of these three backgrounds is
fitted to the three-dimensional signal region in EmissT , HT , and
the number of b-tags, except for the Z → νν¯ background, where
only EmissT and HT are fitted to solve the low-statistics problem
of the Z → l+l− control events. In the limit of a massless lightest
supersymmetric particle, gluinos with masses below 1020 GeV
are excluded for gluino mediated stop production.
4.2. Top squark searches with leptons in the final state
Extending the examined final states to include leptons can
increase the sensitivity to gluino mediated stop production g˜→
tt˜ → ttχ˜01, because up to four leptons from the W-bosons from
the top-quark decays can be produced. The disadvantage of the
small branching ratio can be compensated by a better handle
on the separation and the description of the remaining standard
model backgrounds.
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The search for gluino-mediated top-squark production in
19.3 fb−1 reported by CMS [83] is based on events with a sin-
gle isolated lepton (electron or muon) and at least six high-pT
jets, at least two of which are identified as b-jets. Two scenar-
ios with on- or off-shell top squarks g˜ → tt˜(∗) are considered.
In both scenarios the stop decays into a top quark and the neu-
tralino LSP t˜(∗) → tχ˜01. The final state contains four standard
model top quarks and EmissT , which means that four jets origi-
nating from b-quarks and can be b-tagged. The probability that
in at least one of the four W-bosons decays one charged lepton
e or µ is created is 40%, well motivating the single lepton re-
quirement. The SM background is dominated by tt¯ processes,
where large EmissT stems from the leptonic decay of a heav-
ily boosted W-boson and b-tag multiplicities larger than two
can originate from gluon splitting g → bb¯ or mistagged jets.
Contributions from W+jets and other rare diboson processes
are suppressed by the high jet multiplicity requirement. Three
complementary analysis strategies with respect to the chosen
kinematic variables and data-sets are pursued: The first two
methods rely on the evaluation of the EmissT distribution in bins
of the amount of hadronic energy in the event HT . The EmissT
shape of the remaining SM backgrounds is estimated in two
independent ways. The missing transverse momentum tem-
plate method (MT) determines a parametrized description of
the EmissT distribution by fits to control regions at low-HT . The
lepton spectrum method (LS) exploits the correlation of the di-
rection of the lepton momentum and the ~p missT originating from
a neutrino from the same W → lν decay in the standard model
background. Another independent method is based on the az-
imuthal angle ∆Φ(W, l) between the reconstructed W-direction
and the lepton to separate a signal-depleted background dom-
inated region at small ∆Φ(W, l) ≤ 1. The ∆Φ(W, l) variable is
comparable to mT (l, EmissT ) with respect to the separation power
of signal and standard model tt¯ and W background, but has su-
perior resolution in this analysis. The signal region is binned in
S lepT = E
miss
T +
∑
leptons pT , which includes also signal events
with low EmissT but high lepton momenta. The three different
data-driven analysis strategies MT, LS, and ∆Φ(W, l) increase
the robustness of the search, while avoiding uncertainties due
to potential mismodelling of SM simulation. Upper limits are
set for gluino pair production with g˜ → tt˜(∗), where each of the
two top squarks decays into a top quark and the lightest super-
symmetric particle, as shown in Fig. 7 in the gluino - neutralino
LSP mass plane and in the gluino - stop mass plane.
Two isolated leptons (e or µ) with the same electric charge
(like-sign, LS), or at least three isolated leptons are required in
the search for strongly produced supersymmetric particles [84]
at the ATLAS experiment. In addition to requiring multiple
energetic jets, also the b-tag multiplicity is taken into account
to increase the sensitivity in particular to gluino mediated stop
production. The analysis strategy and the SM background com-
position is comparable to its CMS counterpart [80] discussed in
the previous section.
The final state with and without at least one high pT lepton e
or µ was analyzed simultaneously by the ATLAS analysis [85],
combining the limits from different signal regions, based on
their expected sensitivity. The analysis was designed specifi-
cally for gluino mediated production of third generation squarks
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Figure 6: Effective Feynman diagrams for the simplified gluino mediated top production and the effective decay through an off-shell stop t˜1 (a) and gluino mediated
stop production and the successive decay t˜1 → cχ˜01 (b) relevant if the stop and the neutralino LSP are almost mass degenerate.
and requires at least three b-tagged jets. The standard model
backgrounds are divided into reducible backgrounds, where at
least one b-tagged jet is mistagged, and irreducible backgrounds
dominated by tt¯ + b/bb¯ production with genuine b-jets. The re-
ducible backgrounds are modeled using data-sidebands weighted
according to the b-misidentification rate. The rate was mea-
sured using MC simulation and validated in tt¯ enriched data
control regions. The irreducible background is described by
Monte Carlo simulation, where the dominant contribution from
tt¯+b/bb¯ is normalized in a control region with two isolated lep-
tons and relaxed EmissT requirements. The sensitivity to different
signal scenarios is optimized by binning the 0-lepton signal re-
gion with respect to meff, EmissT , HT , ∆Φmin, and E
miss
T /
√
HT .
The 1-lepton signal region is binned in meff and the transverse
mass mT (l, EmissT ). Due to the simultaneous analysis of the
0- and 1-lepton final states and the combination of multiple
signal regions very compatible sensitivities to gluino mediated
3rd generation squarks production are obtained.
ATLAS searches for gluinos and first- and second-generation
squarks in final states containing jets and missing transverse
momentum, with or without leptons or b-jets are summarized
in Ref. [79]. The combination is further extended by a new
search for squarks and gluinos in inclusive final states with
EmissT , high-pT jets, with and without leptons and b-tags, thus
improving the sensitivity to a wide range of supersymmetry
models and in particular to gluino-mediated third generation
squark production. The resulting limits on gluino mediated stop
production are shown in Fig. 7 for the discussed analyses. In
the case of decays via virtual top squarks and for light LSPs,
gluino masses below 1.26 TeV are excluded. Viable scenarios
remain possible with light t˜ and g˜ masses below approximately
0.5 and 1.5 TeV, respectively, in particular if the mass differ-
ence between the gluino and the neutralino LSP is similar to or
smaller than the standard model top mass.
5. Direct production of top squarks
Naturalness arguments prefer light top squark masses m(t˜1),
as previously discussed, leading to a t˜t˜ production cross-sec-
tion [86] interesting for direct searches in this topology. The
produced top squarks decay into the neutralino and further stan-
dard model particles, depending on the mass difference between
stop and neutralino ∆m(t˜, χ˜01). Scenarios where the t˜1 is the
lightest supersymmetric particle eliminate the possibility of a
supersymmetric candidate particle to explain the dark matter
problem of the universe. These scenarios are not considered
here, because astrophysical observations place stringent con-
strains on strongly and/or electromagnetically interacting LSPs
[87], or require sufficiently large R-parity violating couplings to
explain the non-observation of exotic atoms or nuclei [34].
In the following, pair production of the lightest stop quark
t˜t˜ is considered, where the details of the t˜ decay topology de-
pend on ∆m(t˜, χ˜01) as demonstrated by Fig. 8. The four different
decay regimes will be discussed with respect to the most sen-
sitive analyses. The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in
Fig. 9 and the results of the ATLAS and CMS experiments are
summarized in Fig. 10. Pair production of sbottom quarks is
not discussed here, as the scenarios and the analyses are very
comparable to the pair production of light-flavor quarks, except
for the b-jets, that can be tagged. Results for b˜b˜ can be found
in the quoted references.
5.1. Stop-decay to soft decay products and χ˜01 for
∆m(t˜1, χ˜01) < m(W) + m(b)
At very small mass differences ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01), i.e. at almost
mass-degenerate stop and neutralino masses t˜1 − m(χ˜01) & m(c)
the available energy in the stop decay is neither sufficient to
produce on-shell top quarks t˜1 → tχ˜01 nor to produce on-shell
W-bosons in the succeeding decay t∗ → Wb. The stop therefore
undergoes a four-body decay t˜1 → b f f ′ + χ˜01 into one b-quark,
one up- and down-type fermion, and the LSP. This includes the
stop decay involving charginos t˜1 → bχ˜±1 that subsequently
decay into an off-shell W-boson and the neutralino LSP. The
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Figure 7: Exclusion contours at 95% CL for the inclusive searches for strong gluino pair-production and the subsequent decay of both gluinos g˜→ tt¯χ˜ in the gluino
- neutralino mass plane (a) and the m(g˜) - m(t˜1) plane (b). The analysis labels refer to Table 2.
four-body decay competes with the flavor-changing t˜1 → cχ˜01
loop-suppressed decay that leads to two c-jets and EmissT in the
detector. The transverse momenta of the c-jets depend on the
transversal boost of the stop quarks and on ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01), there-
fore the pT (c-jet) is often so small, that these jets cannot be
reconstructed and identified. The events are essentially invisi-
ble, unless initial state radiation (ISR), balancing the t˜t˜ system
in the transversal plane, leads to additional jets.
The analysis strategy with good sensitivity to scenarios with
very small mass splittings ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01) is therefore a search for
monojet signatures [88–90]. The single jet originates from ini-
tial state radiation and is balanced by EmissT , because the stop-
stop system decays into soft decay products, i.e. c-jets be-
low the reconstruction threshold, and invisible neutralino LSPs.
Few standard model processes have genuine monojet signa-
tures, e.g. Z+jet where the Z decays into neutrinos. Hence,
the largest part of the background originates from instrumental
background, where objects are not reconstructed or identified,
leaving missing energy in the detector and a jet. Events with
large EmissT and one high pT jet are selected. More soft jets in
the event are tolerated, as more than one ISR jet can be pro-
duced in the signal process, jets from other simultaneous pp-
collisions (pileup) may be present, or one of the c-jets is recon-
structed. Events with reconstructed leptons above 10 GeV are
rejected. The ATLAS analysis [88] requires EmissT > 120 GeV
and pT (1rst jet)> 120 GeV and rejects events with pT (4th
jet)> 30 GeV or ∆Φ(jet, ~p missT ) ≤ 0.4. The CMS analysis [89]
requires EmissT > 250 GeV, pT (1
rst jet)> 110 GeV and rejects
events if pT (3rd jet)> 60 GeV or ∆Φ(1rstjet, 2ndjet) > 2.5.
For sufficiently large mass-splittings ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01) & 20 GeV
the c-jets can receive enough transversal boost to be recon-
structed. The monojet analysis [88, 91] is expanded by an or-
thogonal search region explicitly requiring the identification of
one of the c-jets originating from t˜1 → cχ˜01. A c-tagging algo-
rithm is applied on the first four leading jets, as the c-jets are of-
ten softer compared to jets from initial state radiation or pileup.
The algorithm employs multivariate methods to combine the in-
formation from the impact parameters of displaced tracks and
topological properties of decay vertices reconstructed within
the jet to produce a likelihood ratio for charm-jets, light-flavor
or gluon jets, and b-jets. The medium working point has a c-
tagging efficiency of about 20% and rejection factors of about
8 and 200 for b-jets and light-flavor or gluon jets, respectively.
The competing four-body decay t˜1 → b f f ′χ˜01, where the
f f ′ are the up- and down-type fermions as shown in Fig. 9(a),
offers a complementary final state. Searches requiring one or
two leptons [73, 92, 93] attempt also the reconstruction of the
soft stop decay products, i.e. reconstructing soft electrons or
muons with transverse momenta down to 5 GeV or 7 GeV. Dif-
ferent signal regions with respect to the lepton and b-tagged jet
multiplicity are defined. One high-pT jet consistent with ISR is
required, this does not reduce the signal acceptance too much,
because the t˜t˜ system has in the selected events an equivalent
transverse boost, ensuring sufficiently energetic decay products
of the top squarks to pass the reconstruction thresholds.
Using monojet-topologies, top squarks of masses up to about
250 GeV can be excluded at 95% CL for scenarios where the
top squark and the lightest neutralino are nearly degenerate in
mass. In compressed scenarios of top squark pair production,
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Figure 8: Top squark decay topologies depending on the mass difference ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01) between the lightest stop and the neutralino LSP.
analyses of the decay channel t˜1 → b f f ′ lead to similar ex-
clusion contours up to stop masses of about 320 GeV for mass
splittings ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01) < 80 GeV, as shown in Fig. 10.
5.2. Stop-decay to W, b-jet and χ˜01 for
m(W) + m(b) ≤ ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01) < m(t)
The relevant stop decay mode, if ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01) is in between
the W + b mass and the top-quark mass, is the three-body decay
t˜1 → Wbχ˜01 through an off-shell top-quark into an on-shell W-
boson and a b-quark, as shown in Fig. 9(b). If the mass-gap
∆m(t˜1, χ˜01) is just enough to produce the on-shell W and b, the
transverse momentum of the b-jet is only determined by the
stop-pT and therefore too soft in order to be reconstructed by
the detectors. In this case, only the decay products of the two
W-bosons can be identified and the experimental challenge is
to distinguish the signal from standard model WW production.
The precise estimation of the SM WW production is crucial.
Monte Carlo simulation validated in data control regions is used
to model the WW production. The precision of the standard
model WW-production cross section is an important source of
systematic uncertainty and has been measured by ATLAS [94]
and CMS [95] and compared to theory predictions [96, 97].
Searches are carried out in the one-lepton and jets final state
[92, 98, 99] or with two leptons [99, 100] using multiple signal
selection regions and different kinematic variables, optimized
for different mass-splittings.
The exclusion contours for the simplified model of t˜1 t˜1 pro-
duction assuming a 100% branching fraction into the LSP and
a virtual top quark t˜1 → t∗χ˜01 reaches up to m(t˜1) < 300 GeV
and m(χ˜01) < 160 GeV. The limit deteriorates, as ∆m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1)
approaches the diagonals defined by ∆m = m(W) + m(b) and
∆m = m(t). Near the low-mass diagonal ∆m ≥ m(W) + m(b) the
signal acceptance drops, because the b-jet momenta is insuf-
ficient to pass the identification thresholds, and the remaining
signal looks like standard model WW. When ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01) drops
below the diagonal, the previously discussed four-body decay
channel opens. The high-mass diagonal ∆m ≥ m(t) is discussed
in the following.
5.3. Stop-decay to top-quark and χ˜01 for ∆m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1) = m(t)
In the case where the stop - neutralino mass difference ap-
proximately matches the top-quark mass, two on-shell top-quarks
are created in these events at the kinematic threshold. The trans-
verse momenta of the top-quarks and the neutralinos are deter-
mined only by the transverse momenta of their top-squark de-
cay parents. The EmissT , i.e. the vectorial sum of the neutralino
transverse momenta can be very small, so that the visible part
of the events of supersymmetry t˜1 t˜1 production is very similar
to the standard model tt¯-production process. As before, the pre-
cise knowledge of the standard model cross-section, in this case
of tt¯-production, is crucial in this stop - neutralino mass region.
Precision measurements of the top-production cross section
at ATLAS and CMS [101–103] in the various tt¯ decay channels
allow through comparisons to the calculated cross-section from
theory the setting of limits on the supersymmetric t˜t˜ process.
Interpreting the result in a simplified t˜ → tχ˜01 model allows
to exclude top squark masses between approximately 150 GeV
and 177 GeV [73, 101] for a massless neutralino LSP. The limit
deteriorates fast for heavier neutralinos.
The measurement of the tt¯ spin-spin correlation [104, 105]
is another example of standard model precision measurements
with sensitivity to signals of new physics. Probing the correla-
tion of the top spins expected for standard model pair-production
of top quarks, offers a handle on the region ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01) = m(t),
without relying on the precise calculation of the SM tt¯ cross-
section. The standard model top-pair production process is
dominated at low energy scales by the fusion of gluon pairs with
the same helicities, leading to top quarks with antiparallel spins
in the center-of-mass system. At large energy scales the glu-
ons have opposite helicities, resulting in a top-pair with parallel
spins [106, 107]. In supersymmetry the spins of the top quarks,
i.e. from the spin-0 stop decays t˜ → tχ˜01, are not correlated.
The angular distributions of the charged leptons from the top
and antitop decays, e.g. t → bl+ν, are powerful tools to analyze
the top-spins. The azimuthal angle ∆φ between both leptons
is a sensitive variable to probe the tt¯ spin-correlations. Final
states with electrons and muons (ee, µµ, eµ) are examined. The
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Figure 9: Effective Feynman diagrams for direct stop production and the following stop decay to the neutralino LSP and a stop four-body decay (a), a stop three
body decay into the neutralino, a b-quark and an on-shell W-boson (b), an on-shell top (c), or through trough a chargino t˜ → bχ˜±1 followed by a three-body decay of
the χ˜±1 (d).
CMS analysis [105] analyzes the ∆φ-shape and is limited by the
theoretical uncertainty on ∆φ. The corresponding ATLAS anal-
ysis [104] uses the ∆φ-distribution in combination with the SM
tt¯-production cross-section prediction to extract a limit on the
t˜1 t˜1-production cross-section of approximately 20 pb, excluding
t˜1-masses between the top-mass and 191 GeV for a simplified
scenario with a branching fraction of 100% for t˜1 → tχ˜01 and
m(χ˜01) = 1 GeV.
Alternatively, if the t˜1 t˜1 production is too similar to the stan-
dard model top production, searching for the production of the
heavier stop mass eigenstate t˜2 t˜2 is viable [108]. The heavier
state can decay into the lighter state and a Z-boson t˜2 → Zt˜1.
The analysis requires two leptons of opposite charge, same fla-
vor and invariant mass consistent with an on-shell Z decay. Ad-
ditional signal regions with three leptons help to suppress the
SM tt¯ background, where the third lepton in the signal may
originate from the top-decay from t˜1 → tχ˜01, or from other de-
cay modes of the heavier stop t˜2 → Ht˜1 or t˜2 → tχ˜01. The
analysis has also sensitivity to models of gauge mediated su-
persymmetry breaking; the resulting exclusion contours in the
plane of the m(t˜2) and m(χ˜01) are shown in Fig. 15 in the context
of GMSB results of Sec. 7.
5.4. Stop-decay to top-quark and χ˜01 for ∆m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1) > m(t)
The dominant decay in this region is t˜1 → tχ˜01, as shown in
Fig. 9(c). The stop mass is sufficiently heavy at low ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01)
to produce on-shell top-quarks in addition to the neutralino LSP.
The reconstruction of the stop decay products is similar ef-
ficient compared to standard model tt¯ production. For larger
values of ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01), the decay products become more boosted
in the transverse plane, leading to more transverse momentum
and more EmissT . This scenario in the parameter-space of stop-
pair production is almost comparable to generic strong produc-
tion of supersymmetry, i.e. pair and associated production of
squarks and gluinos. The difference aside from the cross sec-
tion is that the visible energy in form of jets and leptons orig-
inates from two top-quarks, which offers an advantage. This
provenance information can be used by specialized top-tagging
search analyses to improve the signal sensitivity to t˜t˜-production
with respect to generic inclusive searches.
The top-decay topology leads to final states with up to two
leptons. Search analyses define dedicated signal regions to cover
all possible scenarios. All-hadronic final states [89, 109–111]
and final states with one lepton [92, 98] or up to two leptons [73,
77, 78, 99, 100] are carefully studied individually with respect
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to exclusive b-tag multiplicity bins. Top-tagging algorithms are
used, where the W- and t-mass constraints are explored in order
to assign jets and leptons to certain decay chains.
The obtained limits for simplified models of stop-pair pro-
duction are interpreted as exclusion contours in the m(t˜)−m(χ˜01)
plane as shown in Fig. 10. For clarity the ATLAS and CMS
results are shown in separate plots. Stop masses up to 800 GeV
and neutralinos up to 300 GeV are examined by a wide range of
different analysis strategies and high precision measurements
specialized for specific regions of the parameter space. Differ-
ent mass splittings ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01) down to nearly mass-degenerate
stops and neutralinos can be excluded. Still, some “natural”
supersymmetry parameter space with low stop and neutralino
masses remains allowed, e.g. where the t˜t˜-signal is hard to dis-
tinguish from standard model WW- or tt¯-production. Super-
symmetry can still be natural, but it can also be stealthy.
In full models of supersymmetry the variety of stop decay
topologies is more complex. The details of the branching ra-
tios depend on the specific model. More decay channels, e.g.
through gauginos as shown in Fig. 9(d) exist, leading e.g. to
four W-bosons in the final state [73, 112] or to HZ [108, 113].
6. Electroweak production of supersymmetry
Electroweak production of supersymmetric particles has sig-
nificantly lower cross sections compared to strong production.
The amount of energy in the final state is typically smaller com-
pared to events with strong production, making a discovery of
new physics in these channels more challenging. On the other
hand, existing limits still allow rather light chargino and neu-
tralino masses in contrast to squarks and gluinos. In the follow-
ing, pair and associated production of charginos and neutralinos
are considered, i.e. χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 which generally has the largest pro-
duction cross-section depending on the mixing and the subdom-
inant χ˜±1 χ˜
±
1 production, as shown in Fig. 11. Pair production
of neutralinos is also possible, e.g. through Higgs couplings.
Since naturalness of supersymmetry requires light higgsinos,
the lightest neutralinos and charginos are often assumed to be
higgsino dominated in naturalness inspired models. Simplified
model scenarios are used to describe four different scenarios,
depending on the masses of the involved particles and the decay
topology. Charginos and neutralinos can decay hadronically as
discussed previously. Decay scenarios through the superpart-
ners of leptons and neutrinos, the sleptons l˜ or ν˜, or via the
standard model bosons W±, Z0, H are discussed in detail in the
following.
More searches for electroweak production of supersymme-
try signal events target the pair production of sleptons l˜l˜, in
particular of staus τ˜τ˜ [114]. Lower mass limits for staus are
still very low, i.e. of the order of 100 GeV [115]. Light staus
can explain the observed dark matter relic density [116] by co-
annihilation processes [117].
6.1. Decay through sleptons l˜ and neutralinos ν˜
Charged leptons or neutrinos are created if heavy gaugi-
nos χ˜±1 or χ˜
0
2 decay via sleptons l˜ or sneutrinos ν˜, as shown in
Fig. 11(a). The generation of the intermediate l˜ or ν˜ determines
the flavor of the two leptons in each decay. The invariant mass
of two charged leptons originating from the same gaugino ex-
hibits a kinematic edge. This specific type of signal is discussed
in more detail in Sec. 8.1. In the following, inclusive searches
for electroweakly produced supersymmetry with leptons in the
final state are discussed.
The simplified models simulate the pair and associated pro-
duction of mass-degenerate pure wino-like charginos and neu-
tralinos, i.e. χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 and χ˜
±
1 χ˜
±
1 , which decay through sleptons
and sneutrinos into the bino-like neutralino χ˜01 LSP. The heavy
gaugino m(χ˜±1 ) = m(χ˜
0
2) and the m(χ˜
0
1) LSP masses have the
strongest impact on the decay topology and are the parameters
which are scanned. With respect to the type and the mass of the
intermediate slepton or sneutrino, different scenarios are tested,
as described in the following and as referred to by the legend of
Fig. 12(a).
Generally, decays through e˜L, µ˜L, τ˜L, ν˜e, ν˜µ, ν˜τ with the
same branching fraction and the same mass m(l˜) = m(ν˜) =
x · (m(χ˜±1 )−m(χ˜01)) + m(χ˜01) usually with x = 0.5 are considered,
producing up to four charged leptons in the final state. Analy-
sis [118] targets this scenario requiring two oppositely charged
leptons (e und µ) with at least p(1)T > 35 GeV, p
(2)
T > 20 GeV, and
EmissT . The dilepton invariant mass for all flavor combinations
is required to be larger than mll > 20 GeV and the mT2 variable
as defined in Eq. (6) is utilized for the definition of the signal
regions. These kinematic requirements achieve good sensitivity
to the signal, where the mass gap between the initially produced
χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2 and the χ˜
0
1 LSP is approximately 100 GeV, and therefore
large enough to ensure the efficient reconstruction of the lep-
tons.
Dedicated analyses have been developed to probe the more
challenging region at low χ˜±1−χ˜01 mass-splittings, as for example
like-sign (LS) dilepton searches [114, 119]. Like-sign dilepton
states are rare in the standard model, so that less stringent selec-
tions and optimization towards compressed signal scenarios are
possible. Searches requiring three charged leptons [114, 119,
120] extend the opposite-sign and like-sign dilepton searches.
Because of the clean signal in the final state and the very small
standard model background, also compared to the LS final states,
the signal sensitivity with respect to the compressed spectra is
further increased.
Analyses with τ final states [119, 121] are motivated by
naturalness arguments. Accordingly, the probed signal mod-
els assume pure τ˜L and ν˜τ mediated decays, where the first-
and second generation sleptons and sneutrinos are too heavy to
contribute to the χ˜±1 and χ˜
0
2 decay widths. The τ-leptons are
difficult to identify experimentally. Leptonically decaying τ-
leptons create soft electrons or muons and contribute to EmissT ,
hadronically decaying taus are reconstructed as jets and can be
identified as τ using multi-variate methods, such as boosted de-
cision trees or neural nets. The identification efficiency and
the misidentification background rejection probability depend
strongly on the working point and the number of charged tracks
of the tau candidate jet as well as other kinematically correlated
properties.
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Figure 10: Exclusion contours at 95% CL for the searches for direct pair-production of the lightest stop quark t˜1 at the ATLAS experiment (a) and at the CMS
experiment (b). The legend labels refer to Tab. 2.
Searches with four charged leptons [122] complete the pos-
sible signal phase space with respect to the lepton multiplicity.
Reasonable sensitivity can be achieved, which is best for sce-
narios with compressed spectra, where low lepton momentum
thresholds are of advantage, but overall limited by the proba-
bility that all four leptons created in the l˜ or ν˜ mediated decay
of χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 or χ˜
±
1 χ˜
±
1 production are charged and reconstructed in
the geometrical and kinematic acceptance region. Specialized
signal scenarios with enhanced 4-lepton probability are studied,
where pair-produced pure higgsino-like mass-degenerate heavy
neutralinos χ˜02χ˜
0
3 decay through right-handed sleptons e˜R or µ˜R.
The rich decay topology with four leptons, charged or neu-
tral, of any flavor offers a variety of final states. The searches
analyzing different final states are usually defined with exclu-
sive search regions, allowing for all possible combinations. Sta-
tistical combinations [114, 119] of different final states increase
the sensitivity to certain signal scenarios.
6.2. Decay through charginos to standard model bosons W±,
Z0, H
Chargino and neutralino decays through l˜ or ν˜ have been
discussed above. Decays through standard model bosons are
also possible, leading to typically smaller lepton multiplicities
suppressed by the leptonic branching fraction of the SM bosons.
If the χ˜±1 − χ˜01 mass-splitting is sufficiently large, on-shell bo-
son decays, in particular Z → l+l−, offer clean signals. All-
hadronic final states in spite of the largest branching fraction do
not offer enough separation power to standard model processes
to search for electroweak production of supersymmetry, except
for final states with two Higgs bosons, that produce up to four
b-jets. Three signal scenarios are studied: χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 → WZχ˜01χ˜01 as
shown in Fig. 11(b), χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 → WHχ˜01χ˜01 as shown in Fig. 11(c),
and χ˜±1 χ˜
±
1 → WWχ˜01χ˜01 as shown in Fig. 11(d), the respective
branching fractions are assumed to be 100%.
Searches analyzing the WZ-bosons final state [118–120] re-
quire two leptons including taus of the same flavor and opposite
charge consistent with the Z-mass. With respect to the W-boson
leptonic- as well as hadronic-decay topologies either with an
additional third lepton, or two not b-tagged jets with an invari-
ant mass consistent with originating from a W-boson, are se-
lected. EmissT is used to discriminate against the standard model
background from tt¯, Wt and diboson production. The resulting
exclusion contours in the plane of mass-degenerate χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2 and
χ˜01 masses are shown in Fig. 12(b). The ATLAS sensitivity is
superior at large χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2 masses, due to the combination of sev-
eral individual three-lepton channels. Both contours feature a
characteristic “S”-shaped drop in significance, where the mass
difference becomes ∆m(χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2, χ˜
0
1) = m(Z
0), i.e. where the sig-
nal events loose significant difference to the standard model WZ
process.
For the WW-scenario the search strategy [118] is similar
to the slepton-mediated analyses with two leptons of opposite
charge, except that in this case the leptons from on-shell W-
decays acquire enough energy to pass the kinematic acceptance
criteria with high probability. EmissT or mT2 variables are used
to separate the signal. The χ˜±1 χ˜
±
1 signal cross section is smaller
compared to χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 and the signal parameter space is constrained
to large mass-splittings, leading to less stringent exclusion con-
tours compared to the WZ case.
In the WH-scenario dedicated analyses [119, 123, 124] re-
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Label Ref. Analysis & final state Model of result interpretation
Inclusive searches
ATLAS-13-02 [69] 0l, 2 − 6 jets cMSSM, g˜g˜→ qq¯qq¯χ˜01χ˜01, q˜q˜→ qq¯χ˜01χ˜01
ATLAS-13-04 [70] 0l, 7 − 10 jets, 0, 1,≥ 2 b-jets cMSSM, g˜g˜→ qq¯qq¯χ˜01χ˜01
CMS-13-12 [71] EmissT +jets, 0 b-jets g˜g˜→ qq¯qq¯χ˜01χ˜01, q˜q˜→ qq¯χ˜01χ˜01, g˜g˜→ tt¯tt¯χ˜01χ˜01
CMS-13-19 [72] MT2, HT , 0, 1, 2,≥ 3 b-jets cMSSM, g˜g˜→ qq¯qq¯χ˜01χ˜01, q˜q˜→ qq¯χ˜01χ˜01
CMS-12-28 [74] αT , 0, 1, 2, 3,≥ 4 b-jets g˜g˜→ qq¯qq¯χ˜01χ˜01, q˜q˜→ qq¯χ˜01χ˜01, g˜g˜→ tt¯tt¯χ˜01χ˜01, t˜t˜ → X
CMS-13-04 [77] Razor, 0,1 lepton, b-jets g˜ decay through b˜, g˜g˜→ tt¯tt¯χ˜01χ˜01
ATLAS-13-20 [76] 1-2 leptons, inclusive g˜ decay through l˜, ν˜, or χ˜±1
CMS-13-13 [80] 2l like-sign, 0, 1,≥ 2 b-jets g˜ decay through l˜, ν˜, or χ˜±1
Gluino mediated production of 3rd generation sparticles
CMS-12-24 [82] EmissT +HT +b-tags g˜g˜→ tt¯tt¯χ˜01χ˜01
CMS-PAS-14-11 [78] Razor, ≥ 1 b-tag, 0,≥ 1 l g˜g˜→ tt¯tt¯χ˜01χ˜01, t˜t˜ → X
CMS-13-07 [83] 1l, ≥ 2 b-tag; MT, LS, ∆Φ(W, l) g˜g˜→ tt¯tt¯χ˜01χ˜01
ATLAS-13-09 [84] 2l LS, 3l, b-tags g˜g˜→ tt¯tt¯χ˜01χ˜01
ATLAS-13-18 [85] 0/1 leptons combined, 3 b-jets g˜g˜→ tt¯tt¯χ˜01χ˜01
Direct top squark production
ATLAS-13-16 [109] 0 lepton t˜t˜ → X, m(t) ≤ ∆m
ATLAS-13-15 [92] 1 lepton t˜t˜ → X, ∆m < m(W), m(W) ≤ ∆m < m(t)
ATLAS-13-19 [100] 2 lepton t˜t˜ → X, m(W) ≤ ∆m < m(t), m(t) ≤ ∆m
ATLAS-13-21 [88] compress stop decays: mono-jet, c-tag t˜t˜ → X, ∆m < m(W)
ATLAS-14-07 [73] 2l, MT2, combinations t˜t˜ → X, ∆m < m(W), m(W) ≤ ∆m < m(t),
m(t) ≤ ∆m
ATLAS-TOP-14-07 [104] spin-correlation measurement t˜t˜ → X, ∆m = m(t)
ATLAS-TOP-13-05 [101] top cross section measurement t˜t˜ → X, ∆m = m(t)
CMS-13-23 [111] 0l t˜t˜ → X, m(t) ≤ ∆m
CMS-14-01 [89] 0l monojet t˜t˜ → X, ∆m < m(W)
CMS-13-11 [98] 1l t˜t˜ → X, m(W) ≤ ∆m < m(t)
CMS-14-15 [99] 1l,2l t˜t˜ → X, m(W) ≤ ∆m < m(t), m(t) ≤ ∆m
CMS-14-21 [93] 1l,2l t˜t˜ → X, ∆m < m(W)
CMS-TOP-14-23 [105] spin-correlation measurement t˜t˜ → X, ∆m = m(t)
CMS-TOP-13-04 [102] top cross section measurement (eµ), [103]
(hadronic)
t˜t˜ → X, ∆m = m(t)
Table 2: Overview table of the discussed inclusive analyses and result plots for strong and electroweak production in this article.
quire the W to decay leptonically (electron or muon) and ex-
amine the different Higgs decay topologies in exclusive signal
regions in combination with significant EmissT . The dominant
Higgs decay is H → bb¯, the corresponding signal region is
defined by two additional b-tagged jets, suppressing SM back-
grounds from W+jets and tt¯. These backgrounds with W → lν
are further suppressed by requiring mT (l, EmissT ) > 100 GeV.
Similarly for the rare H → γγ decay, two photons with an
invariant mass consistent within 5 GeV of the standard model
boson Higgs mass are required. A third channel with two like-
sign leptons (e or µ) is considered [123], where in addition to
the lepton from W → lν a second lepton from H → WW∗,
H → ZZ∗, or H → ττ can be selected. The like-sign require-
ment significantly reduces SM backgrounds.
More combination of bosons in the final state are possible.
Scenarios with two Higgs bosons or one Higgs and one Z-boson
in the final state have been examined [124]. Within models of
gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking the neutralino decays
into the photon and the gravitino become possible. For GMSB
events final states with combinations of photons, W±, Z0 and
Higgs-bosons in the final state are expected, as will be discussed
in the following Sec. 7.
7. Gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking
Different simplified model scenarios with fixed neutralino
decays, like e.g χ˜01 → γG˜ with 100% branching fraction, for
strong and electroweak production are used to interpret the anal-
ysis results. Additionally, the full supersymmetry model of gen-
eral gauge mediation is used, where the neutralino NLSP is as-
sumed to be either 100% bino-, wino-, or higgsino-like, which
leads to a mixture of final states, in contrast to the studied SMS.
The branching fraction of a bino- (or wino-) like neutralino in
the GGM χ˜01 → γG˜ (or χ˜01 → Z0G˜) depends on m(χ˜01) and ap-
proaches cos2 θW if m(χ˜01) is large compared to m(Z
0) and simi-
larly sin2 θW for χ˜01 → Z0G˜ (or χ˜01 → γG˜) [45], where θW is the
electroweak mixing angle. The different scenarios are shown in
Fig. 13 and are discussed in detail in the following.
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Figure 11: Effective Feynman diagrams for electroweak chargino and neutralino production and decay via sleptons or sneutrinos (a), decay to the LSP and vector
bosons (b), decay to LSPs, W± and Higgs boson (c), chargino pair-production and decay to WWχ˜01χ˜
0
1.
7.1. Strong production and bino- or wino-like χ˜01 NLSP
Supersymmetric particles are produced through gluino or
squark pair- or associated production, as discussed in Sec. 3,
but unlike to e.g. models with gravity mediated supersymmetry
breaking, the cascade decays do not stop at the neutralino, but
at the gravitino LSP. From the decays of the two neutralinos at
least two standard model bosons are created, their type depends
on the model scenario and in particular on the neutralino mix-
ing. Two exemplary inclusive searches for the strong produc-
tion of GMSB supersymmetry are presented, that require pho-
tons in the final state [125–127] and therefore implicitly bino-
or wino-like neutralino-mixings.
Two different search strategies are pursued in the analy-
sis [125]. Either final states with at least one single photon and
at least two jets are required, or at least two photons and one
jet. While final states with single photons are ideal for wino-like
neutralino mixing scenarios in the GGM, where photons in each
χ˜01 decay are suppressed by sin
2 θW for large m(χ˜01), they also
exhibit good sensitivity to bino-like scenarios, where dipho-
ton final states occur with about 64%, and single-photon final
states with 32% probability. The two search strategies are also
complementary with respect to the signal to SM background
discriminating search variables: The single photon search uses
bins in EmissT to search for a signal, while the diphoton analysis
makes use of the Razor variables introduced in Eq. (11). The
standard model background are dominated by γγ, γ+jet and
QCD-multijet production, where jets can be misreconstructed
as photons. This background is estimated using the data side-
band with loosely isolated photons or by a fit to the Razor
variables shapes, respectively for 1γ and 2γ. A subdominant
background for the single-photon analysis arises from electrons
misidentified as photons, when their track is not reconstructed
or properly assigned to the candidate particle. This background
is modeled using an electron dataset, weighted according to the
misreconstruction probability.
Upper limits are set at 95% CL on the production cross sec-
tions and translated to exclusion contours for general gauge-
mediation (GGM) models as shown in Fig. 14(a) for the squark
- gluino mass plane. Similar final states are examined by [126].
The results obtained in the GGM are shown in Fig. 14(b), and
are compared to the sensitivity of the discussed analysis [125]
on simplified models of gluino-pair production. Two different
simplified scenarios are considered. In the first scenario, both
gluinos undergo a three-body decay g˜ → qqχ˜01, followed by
the decays of both neutralinos to χ˜01 → γG˜ with a branching
fraction of 100%. In the second scenario the gluinos decay as
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Figure 12: Exclusion contours at 95% CL for the inclusive searches for electroweak production of supersymmetry events for slepton mediated decays (a) and for
decays into standard model bosons W, Z, H (b). The legend labels refer to Tab. 3.
g˜ → qqχ˜01 and g˜ → qq′χ˜±1 to a neutralino and a chargino de-
generate in mass, followed by χ˜01 → γG˜ and χ˜±1 → W±G˜ with
100% branching fraction.
GMSB scenarios where the NLSP is either a stau τ˜, a smuon
µ˜ or a sneutrino ν˜ have also been studied [120, 128]. In strong
production of gluinos and squarks, followed by cascade decays
into the NLSP, in addition to jets taus or leptons and EmissT are
created in the NLSP decay. For scenarios where the τ˜ is the
NLSP, gluino mass of up to 1090 GeV are excluded indepen-
dently of the stau mass.
7.2. Third generation squarks and higgsino-like χ˜01 NLSP
As argued before, gluinos, third generation squarks and higgs-
ino-like neutralinos are connected by the SUSY naturalness ar-
guments and might be the only directly accessible supersym-
metry particles. Analyses [108, 129] have searched for direct
stop-production (Fig. 15(a)) in the context of gauge-mediated
supersymmetry models. The ATLAS search [108] for direct
stop production with two leptons consistent with originating
from a Z → l+l− decay has been discussed in Sec. 5.3. This
search has sensitivity to GMSB supersymmetry with higgsino-
like neutralinos, which decay like χ˜01 → HG˜ and χ˜01 → ZG˜.
The stop-higgsino search [129] assumes that only the su-
persymmetric partners of the top-quark and the Higgs boson
(higgsino-like neutralino) are accessible, thus motivating di-
rect stop pair production. In the stop decays standard model
b-quarks via t˜1 → bχ˜±1 and Higgs bosons H via χ˜01 → HG˜ are
created. Additional very soft quarks or leptons originate from
the transitions between the nearly mass-degenerate higgsinos
χ˜±1 → f f ′χ˜01. Events with two photons consistent with origi-
nating from the decay of one standard model Higgs H → γγ
and at least two b-quark jets are selected by the analysis. The
only recently discovered Higgs boson and its measured mass
value are used in this analysis to identify the signal and to sup-
press diphoton backgrounds. The standard model background
is dominated by tt¯ production and is estimated using the side-
bands of the diphoton invariant mass. Background from SM
Higgs production was found to be negligible due to the EmissT
requirement. The analysis sensitivity suffers from the small
branching fraction H → γγ compared to bino or wino neu-
tralino mixing scenarios with γ, Z or W± bosons in the final
state.
The sensitivities on GMSB t˜1 t˜1 production are shown in
Fig. 15 and are compared to the simplified production scenario
t˜2 t˜2 with a neutralino LSP, as discussed in Sec. 5.3.
7.3. Electroweak production in GMSB
Pair and associated production of charginos and neutralinos
in models of gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking as shown
in Fig. 13(d) have the advantage of two additional bosons from
the χ˜01 decays that populate the final state, compared to the pre-
viously discussed EWK production in models with χ˜01 LSPs.
EmissT is generated by the escaping gravitinos and depends on
the mass scale of the produced charginos and neutralinos. De-
pending on the mass gap between the initially produced gaug-
inos and the neutralino NLSP ∆m(χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2, χ˜
0
1), not much ad-
ditional energy is present in the events. If the mass gap is
small, then generally soft jets or leptons are created as shown
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Figure 13: Effective Feynman diagrams for electroweak chargino and neutralino production in supersymmetry with gauge-mediated symmetry breaking. In the
scenarios (a, b), the charginos are only slightly heavier than the neutralinos, leading to chargino to neutralino decays accompanied by soft radiation. One neutralino
decays to a photon and a gravitino, while the other decays into a Z or an H boson and a gravitino with equal probability. In the Wino co-NLSP scenario (c), the
neutralinos and charginos are mass-degenerate. The dominant process for electroweak GGM production is shown in (d). A small amount of hadronic energy and at
least one photon and EmissT are common features of all scenarios
in Fig. 13(a,b). If ∆m is sufficiently large, additional on-shell
standard model bosons can be created, as shown in Fig. 13(d).
The ATLAS analysis [126] incorporates four independent
searches for GMSB supersymmetry in final states with dipho-
tons, γ + b-jet, γ+jets, or γ+lepton final states. All of these
have sensitivity to inclusive strong production, but the γ + b-
jet analysis is specialized on third generation quark production
and γ+lepton final states have best sensitivity in electroweak
production. The signal region with at least one photon and one
lepton is comparable to the CMS search [130] and targets wino-
like neutralino mixings, where the photon originates from the
χ˜01 → γG˜ NLSP and the lepton is created through a Z or W
boson from the χ˜01 NLSP or the χ˜
±
1 co-NLSP decay, respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 13(c). Together with the γ + EmissT sig-
nature [131] the l + γ completes the searches for electroweak
production of wino-like χ˜01 without photons in the final state
with two or three leptons [118, 119] as discussed in Sec. 6.
The photon and lepton event signature [126, 130, 132] with
large transverse momentum is sufficient to efficiently trigger the
signal events and to suppress many SM backgrounds. There-
fore, no additional requirements with respect to hadronic en-
ergy such as jets are necessary, making the analyses particularly
sensitive to electroweak direct production of gauginos com-
pared to the previously discussed analyses targeting GMSB,
while maintaining sensitivity to strongly produced SUSY in-
volving wino-like NLSPs. The remaining SM background is
dominated by electroweak production, e.g. Zγ∗ → ee or W+jets,
where an electron or jet is misreconstructed as photon.
The photon+EmissT analysis [131] targets electroweak pro-
duction with a bino- or wino-like χ˜01 NLSP with low neutralino
and chargino masses and mass differences. The selection with
one γ and large EmissT covers the phase space, where the graviti-
nos carry away a significant fraction of the energy released by
the two gaugino decays. A second photon or a lepton may es-
cape the geometrical or kinematic acceptance. To select signal
events with lowest possible transverse momentum thresholds a
special data-set corresponding to 7.4 fb−1 with relaxed trigger
criteria is used, that was recorded during the second half of the
2012 data-taking period but only reconstructed during the Long
Shutdown 1 of the LHC as part of the so-called “parked-data”
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Figure 14: Exclusion contours at 95% CL for the inclusive searches for gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking signal events in the model of General Gauge
Mediation (GGM) and simplified model scenarios for gluino-pair production with two different decay modes to two photons or one photon and W-boson in addition
to EmissT , as discussed in the text, in the squark - gluino mass plane (a) and in the m(g˜) - m(χ˜
0
1) plane (b). The legend labels refer to Tab. 3.
program [133]. The composition of the standard model back-
ground and its estimation is comparable to the photon+lepton
analyses.
The results of the searches for electroweak production in
GMSB are shown in Fig. 16. Two different scenarios are stud-
ied. The ATLAS photon+lepton search [126] uses a GGM sce-
narios with three wino-like co-NLSP, including the neutral W˜0
and the W˜± wino states. The W˜0 decays into photon and G˜
for small wino masses below the Z-boson mass. The branching
fraction approaches sin2 θW for heavy wino masses above the Z-
mass. The CMS lepton+photon analysis [130] and the single-
photon analysis [131] assume a simplified wino co-NLSP sce-
nario, where mass-degenerate χ˜01 and χ˜
±
1 are produced and di-
rectly decay into gravitinos and one photon, or G˜ and one W-
boson, respectively, with 100% branching fraction. Here, NLSP
masses up to 680 GeV can be excluded at 95% CL. For the sce-
nario shown in Fig. 13(a,b), where the χ˜±1 and χ˜
0
2 masses are
only slightly heavier than the χ˜01 NLSP leading to longer decay
chains with three-body decays χ˜±,0 → f f ′χ˜01 into the NLSP,
neutralino NLSP masses below 570 GeV can be excluded.
8. Resonances and kinematic edges
Searches for resonances or kinematic edges in the dilep-
ton invariant mass spectrum [134–136] are examples for highly
specialized supersymmetry analyses. The sensitivity to the tar-
geted signal scenarios is unmatched by the inclusive searches
that aim at a broad range of models and signal parameter space.
The implicit model dependence limits the searches to signal
scenarios, where the resonance or kinematic edge is produced
with sufficient probability.
8.1. Same-flavor opposite-charge dileptons
A dilepton resonance occurs naturally in models of super-
symmetry, when for example an on-shell standard model boson
is produced in the cascade decays, e.g. Z → µµ or H → ττ,
as shown in Fig. 17(a). Another possibility are R-parity vio-
lating LLE¯ couplings λi jk, through which a sneutrino ν˜ is able
to decay into a lepton-pair of opposite-charge and possibly of
same-flavor ν˜→ l+l−. More common are kinematic edges in the
invariant dilepton mass spectrum, originating from three-body
decays of gauginos via sleptons l˜ or sneutrinos ν˜ e.g. χ˜02 →
l˜+l− → χ˜01l+l−, or off-shell Z-bosons χ˜02 → Z∗χ˜01, as shown in
Fig. 17(b). The invariant mass of the dilepton system shows a
characteristic triangular form. The position of the upper “edge”
is determined by the maximal energy the dilepton system can
obtain, approximately given by the mass difference of the de-
caying heavy gaugino and the invisible stable gaugino at the
end of the decay chain, i.e. ∆m(χ˜02, χ˜
0
1) for the given example.
The curvature of the lower edge of the triangle is influenced by
the mass of the intermediate slepton or sneutrino.
The analysis [134] received some attention, because an ex-
cess of the order of 2.5σ was reported for an edge position at
about 80 GeV in the e+e− and µ+µ− final states. A feature of the
analysis is the relative insensitivity to the details of the produc-
tion process of the signal and the very reliable and precise esti-
mation of the standard model backgrounds. Jets and a moder-
ate amount of EmissT is required in addition to two opposite-sign
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Figure 15: Direct stop pair production (a) and exclusion contours at 95% CL for top squark production in the framework of supersymmetry models of gauge
mediated supersymmetry breaking (b). The legend labels refer to Tab. 3.
same-flavor leptons (e, or µ). The signal region at low-mll is
dominated by flavor-symmetric backgrounds such as tt¯ produc-
tion, i.e. this type of background produces as many e+e−+µ+µ−
events as it has µ+e− + µ−e+ events. Therefore, a data control-
region with two opposite-charged e±µ∓ leptons can be used to
model the flavor-symmetric background. The statistical preci-
sion is comparable to the irreducible statistical uncertainty of
the data in the signal region. Systematic uncertainties arising
from potential differences in the reconstruction efficiencies of
the electron and muons cancel largely. The remaining correc-
tion factor RSF/OF to the opposite-flavor eµ data control sample
can be factorized as:
RSF/OF =
1
2

√
Nµµ
Nee
+
√
Nee
Nµµ
 ·
√
eeµµ
eµ
(14)
where Nee and Nµµ are the numbers of selected events in a e+e−
and µ+µ− sideband region, and ee, µµ and eµ are the measured
trigger efficiencies. RSF/OF is determined by two independent
data-driven methods and was found to be consistent with unity
with an uncertainty of 4% in the central detector region. This
good handle on the dominant background is the reason for the
good sensitivity to the studied edge signals. The subdominant
resonant background from Z → ll is also extracted from the
data using two methods relying on EmissT templates and a vari-
able using the Z-momentum balance against jets.
The analysis [134] proceeds to interpret the observed events
with counting-experiments in three regions of mll and two ra-
pidity regions. For the low-mll region defined as 20 < mll <
70 GeV and where both leptons were reconstructed in the cen-
tral detector 860 events were observed, while 730 ± 40 events
were expected from the combined SM background estimations,
corresponding to a local significance of 2.6σ. The five other
counting experiments were found to be consistent with the null
hypothesis. A second statistical interpretation used an unbinned
fit of background and signal templates simultaneously to all sig-
nal and background control regions. Also RSF/OF is allowed to be
varied by the fit. In this case RSF/OF = 1.03 ± 0.03 and a signal
yield of 126 ± 41 events, corresponding to an edge position at
78.7 ± 1.4 GeV and a local significance of 2.4σ is found, as
shown in Fig. 8.1, in agreement with the counting experiment
result.
While the observed feature in the CMS data [134] is as in-
teresting as it is consistent with the expectation from potential
signals [134, 137, 138], the most likely explanation is how-
ever a statistical fluctuation of the standard model backgrounds.
This is supported by the corresponding ATLAS analysis [135],
which found good agreement with the expectations in a com-
parable low-mll selection beneath the Z-resonance, and by the
preliminary results of the CMS analysis on 2.2 fb−1 of data col-
lected at center-of-mass energies of 13 GeV [139].
The ATLAS analysis [135] searches for signals from kine-
matic edges and in a dedicated search region for dileptons (e or
µ) from Z decays, aiming for example at models of gauge me-
diated supersymmetry breaking, where higgsino-like neutrali-
nos can decay like χ˜01 → ZG˜. The SM background is dom-
inated by flavor symmetric tt¯ processes, which are estimated
with high precision using opposite-flavor data selections, as
discussed previously. The sub-dominant background from SM
Z → l+l− is here however of much larger importance, as it mim-
ics the features of a signal resonance. Therefore, also this back-
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ground is evaluated using the data and validated in other data
control regions. In addition, Monte Carlo simulation is used
to validate the data-driven prediction. A similar technique as
discussed for the QCD-multijet background estimation in all-
hadronic searches in Sec. 2.3 is used, exploiting that also in
this case the EmissT in the Z → l+l− background is not due to
genuine not-interacting particles, but created through a number
of effects summarized as jet resolution. Therefore, a data con-
trol selection of Z → l+l− events is chosen, which satisfies all
signal selection criteria except for EmissT , that is required to be
small. The jets in these events are then smeared, according to
the jet transverse momentum resolution, as a function of the
azimuthal angle φ and the pT of the jet. The jet resolution func-
tion is determined using Monte Carlo simulation and tuned to
the data based on a dijet pT balancing analysis. The EmissT is
recalculated using the new smeared jets. The data-driven es-
timation of the resonant Z → l+l− background confirms that
this background is negligible in the dilepton on-Z signal region
with EmissT > 225 GeV and a scalar sum of jet and lepton pT of
at least 600 GeV, as expected from MC simulation. The remain-
ing small contribution from rare SM backgrounds like diboson-
boson or top processes are taken from Monte Carlo simulation
and are carefully validated in data-control regions.
The analysis reports an observation of 29 events in the on-Z
signal region, while 10.6 ± 3.2 events were expected from the
combined SM background estimation methods, corresponding
to an excess with a local significance of 3.0σ. The excess is
slightly more pronounced in the di-electron channels compared
to di-muons. The on-Z result of the previously discussed CMS
analysis is consistent with the standard model expectation, but
the selection is much looser defined with respect to EmissT and
jet+lepton pT and therefore not directly comparable. The AT-
LAS analysis has been repeated on data collected at 13 TeV
corresponding to 3.2fb−1. The preliminary result [140] reports
21 observed events, while 10.3±2.3 events were expected from
the SM background, corresponding to an excess with a local
significance of 2.2σ. The corresponding CMS analysis [139]
carried out on 2.2 fb−1 of 13 TeV data disfavors a signal and
sets an upper limit on 9 signal events in a comparable signal
region.
To summarize, searches for supersymmetry with dilepton
resonances or kinematic edges test the data for striking features
and reach high sensitivities, as the standard model background
can be estimated with high precision. Some interesting fluctua-
tions have been observed in individual search regions at ATLAS
and CMS in 8 TeV and 13 TeV data, which are –unfortunately–
best explained by statistical fluctuations.
8.2. Summary of all CMS SUSY counting experiment results
Figure 19 shows a simplified summary of the observed sig-
nificances of all counting-experiment channels of all published
CMS supersymmetry results at
√
s = 8 TeV until 2015. The
significance of a given channel with Nobs observed and Nexp ex-
pected events is defined here as (Nobs − Nexp)/σtot, where σtot is
a measure of the total uncertainty of the channel, quadratically
combining the uncertainties of the background expectation and
the data, ignoring all possible correlations. Only channels with
Nexp > 1.0 enter the plot, otherwise the large number of chan-
nels, where tiny fractions of background events are expected
and no data events are observed, create a sharp peak at very
small negative significances in the plot. The obtained distri-
bution has a Gaussian shape with a mean consistent with zero
and a width slightly smaller than unity, which could be caused
by the neglected correlations. The largest absolute value of
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Figure 17: Effective Feynman diagrams for gluino mediated production of dileptons, jets, and EmissT through on-shell Z
0 decays or Higgs H (a) or through
three-body decays of gauginos through sneutrinos or sleptons, or off-shell Z bosons (b).
the significance in the plot is +2.6σ from the low-mll count-
ing experiment of the edge-analysis discussed above. The plot
summarizes nicely the consistency of the observed data in the
supersymmetry search channels with the expectations from the
standard model background within the expected systematic and
statistical fluctuations.
9. Conclusion and Outlook
The ATLAS and CMS experiments have searched in the
Run I dataset corresponding to a luminosity of about 20 fb−1
collected at 8 TeV center-of-mass energy for supersymmetry,
superseding the previous LHC results at
√
s = 7 TeV, and at
different colliders such as the Tevatron or LEP. No signs of su-
persymmetry have been observed in the data. Cross section lim-
its in all relevant final states have been derived and interpreted
in different models of supersymmetry. In this article a selected
set of the most relevant exclusion contours have been summa-
rized and compared with the help of simplified model scenarios
parametrized by the supersymmetric particle masses.
The ATLAS and CMS analyses have carried out a large
number of different search strategies and in particular used com-
plementary techniques to estimate the background from stan-
dard model processes. The discussed analyses cross-checked
and validated the background estimation usually with the help
of the data, as the precise description of the standard model ex-
pectation is of crucial importance.
The most stringent mass limit is set on the gluino g˜ of up to
1.4 TeV in simplified scenarios, where the gluino decays promptly
through off-shell squarks of any flavor and where the lightest
supersymmetric particle is either a light neutralino χ˜01 or the
gravitino G˜. In the cMSSM, phase space with gluino masses up
to 1.8 TeV can be excluded.
The squark mass limit in simplified scenarios depends on
the number of accessible squarks q˜L and q˜R with different fla-
vor. In the case of eight mass-degenerate light-flavor squarks,
q˜ masses up to approximately 900 GeV can be excluded for de-
coupled gluinos in the limit of massless neutralinos.
Direct stop quark production with both stops directly de-
caying into neutralinos has been discussed in detail. In this
scenario, stop masses up to 800 GeV can be excluded for light
neutralinos. Depending on the mass difference between the stop
and the lightest neutralino, two regions are identified where the
experimental sensitivity is small, because the t˜t˜ pair-production
is difficult to distinguish from the standard model WW and tt¯
production. In these regions of phase space, natural supersym-
metry with very light stop quarks could still be hidden.
In the case of the simplified direct electroweak production
of gauginos multiple decay scenarios have been studied with
various final states with leptons. In the case of pair- or associate
production of mass-degenerate χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2 gauginos, χ˜
±
1 masses up
to 700 GeV for χ˜01 masses up to 400 GeV can be excluded.
Analyses targeted at models of gauge mediated supersym-
metry models yield comparable mass limits. In these models
the almost massless gravitino G˜ is the lightest supersymmetric
particle and the lightest neutralino can decay into the G˜ and a
photon, a Z0, or a Higgs boson depending on the mixing.
In the constrained MSSM parameter space with tan β = 30,
µ > 0, and A0 = −2 · m0, such that the Higgs mass is con-
sistent with the measured value of approximately 125 GeV, the
universal gaugino mass parameter m1/2 is excluded up to 500 −
800 GeV, depending on the value of the universal scalar mass
m0. The remaining allowed cMSSM parameter space beyond
the direct LHC limits is under pressure with respect to the con-
sistency with standard model precision measurements [38, 39].
The searches for supersymmetry have observed interesting
fluctuations in the dilepton spectrum at ATLAS and CMS, but
the results are still consistent with statistical fluctuations and are
not confirmed by the other experiment, respectively. Consider-
ing the large number of analyzed channels the observed data
collected at 8 TeV are in good agreement with the expectations
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Figure 18: Fit to the observed data in the central opposite-sign same-flavor sig-
nal region of the dilepton edge analysis [134]. The observed local significance
of the unbinned fit corresponds to 2.4 σ. A counting experiment in the same
invariant dilepton mass region below the Z-peak corresponds to a local signifi-
cance of 2.6 σ.
from the standard model within all uncertainties.
If strongly interacting supersymmetric particles exist at the
TeV scale, they should be accessible at the Large Hadron Col-
lider. The incoming data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV will allow
to probe supersymmetry at significantly higher energy scales as
before. A discovery of new physics might be imminent, as more
data recorded at 13 TeV becomes available for analyzing.
The ATLAS and CMS analyses are developed and ready to
discover heavy sparticles beyond the current limits, or to push
the exclusion contours to higher mass scales. Specific super-
symmetric particles like the stop or the higgsino could hide at
lower energy scales. Carefully designed analyses and precision
measurements will be necessary, to further constrain the param-
eter space of compressed scenarios.
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